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MODEL 970
TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT

ANALYST

B&K MODEL

970

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT ANALYST

SERVICE AM & FM
AUTO & TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
AT A PROFIT.

FEATURES:

Jobs that used to be unprofitable now go so quickly that you can make
good money handling them! There are millions of auto radios and transistor radios in the field-portables, auto and table models, plus hi-fi
and communications equipment. Instead of turning them away, you can
turn them into money-makers with the B&K Model 970 Radio Analyst.
The 970 is effective because it's accurate and complete. Using the
famous B&K signal injection technique, this all -in -one instrument provides the required do power, lets you test power and signal transistors
in and out of circuit; generates RF and audio signals, and includes a
rugged, accurate VOM. Four functions in one compact package-with
solid state reliability, B&K professional quality.
LOW INVESTMENT-QUICK RETURN
Net $19995
See your B&K Distributor or write for Catalog AP22-R

AraiB

& K DIVISION

OF

DYNASCAN

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.

BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY
Auto Radios --Ugh current, low -ripple, for
transistor, hybrid, and vibrator types.
Transistor Portables-n.¡ to 12 volts for
battery substitution-plus separately variable voltage tap for bias.
QUICK AND ACCURATE TESTING OF
POWER AND SIGNAL TRANSISTORS
In-Circuit-stage by stage DC signal injection and sensitive metering of power supply

current.

Out-of-Circuit-Direct Beta and Leakage
meter scale readings. Easy balancing or
matching.
VERSATILE SIGNAL GENERATORS

Generators-provide broadcast and IF
frequencies for both AM and FM bands.
Audio Generator-for AM or FM modulation of the RI signals, and for trouble
shooting audio circuits.
RF

RUGGED VOM

Volt-OHM-Milliammeter-With rugged,
taut band meter-provides correct ranges
for easy, fast servicing of all home and
auto radios, as well as transistor portables.
for more details circle
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Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturerSarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

8/1'61

"Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal replacements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25. Universal replacements shipped same day
order received. On customized, we must have original
tuners for comparison purposes, also TV make, chassis, and model number.
Send orders for universal
and customized replacements to Indianapolis."
Intermediate

Mixer

AF Amp

Ose.

Tube

Tube

Heater

MFT-1

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

6GK5

6L18

Parallel 6.3V

MFT-2

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

3GK5

5LJ8

Series 450 MA

MFT-3

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

Part

#

Frequency

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel setsPre-set fine tuning -13 -position decent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TSC

FEBRUARY 1968

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
HOME OFFICE, MIDWEST

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana ..
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT, EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
938 GORDON ST., S. W. Atlanta, Georgia
SOUTH-EAST
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
WEST
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

..TEL: 317-632-3493
TEL: 201-792-3730
TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 213-769-2720
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MALLORY Tips

tor Technicians

Why some filter capacitors develop hum ...
and some don't
3

II

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are widely used as filters in
DC Power Supplies. This is because of their large capacitance
in relatively small size. All in
all, they do an efficient job of
reducing ripple (hum) to acceptable levels.

However, all electrolytic capacitors are
not alike. This is often why some types
seem to allow hum to rise to objectionable levels more
quickly than do others. In order to understand why, we
must investigate actual construction methods.
As you know, electrolytics are basically made by depositing
a film of aluminum oxide on aluminum foil to form- the
positive anode. The oxide is the dielectric. A semi -liquid

electrolyte surrounds the anode and is actually the negative
cathode. In order to connect this semi -liquid cathode to a
terminal, a second piece of aluminum foil is used. This is
often called the cathode, but it is not. It is actually only
the cathodic connection. (The preceding describes a "polarized" electrolytic capacitor.)
When high ripple currents are applied to polarized electrolytics, a thin oxide film forms on the so-called "cathode".
It begins to assume the characteristics of a second anode.
This in turn, has the same effect as placing two capacitors
in series. Consequently, overall capacitance is reduced.
Inevitably hum increases.
This action is especially noticeable in electrolytics which use
plain foil as the " cathode". This is simply because the oxide
builds up over a relatively small area.
Mallory avoids this problem by etching the "cathode" on
electrolytics. As a result, oxide build-up is spread over a
vastly increased area. Therefore, ripple currents are maintained at very low levels for very long time periods.
Of course etched "cathodes" cost a lot more to make. But
you get them from Malloy at no extra cost.
Meanwhile, see your local Franchised Mallory Distributor
for capacitors, resistors, controls, switches, semiconductors,
and batteries. Or write Mallory Distributor Products
Company, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM

"2''ateede.teeddAxi#e ?"
... for more details
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for the busy serviceman
Clarostat's
field -assembled controls
instantly available from
your Clarostat Distributor

Stop spending
that hard -to -find

`'

endless hours searching for
replacement control. The

Uni -Tite Replacement Center at your Clarostat Distributor will solve 95% of your customers' needs
with an instantly assembled replacement control.
Get them all
15/16" diameter wire -wounds, push/
pull concentric duals, push/pull singles, dual controls, duals with rotary switches, and singles with
rotary switches. Your local Clarostat Distributor has
them all
for radio
TV
audio
hi-fi
and sound system requirements
in the Uni -Tite
Replacement Center. Stop in today and save time,
money and effort.

-

...

...

...

...

...

...

C LA R O STAT
CLAROSTAT MEG CO INC

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

(

111MEMO

Current Can Kill!
No technician in his right mind
would stand in a pool of water and
check voltages on a TV set. But
every day we read of people who do
almost the same thing. Take the
story of the woman who put an electric space -heater on a shelf by the
bathtub and while she was bathing,
the heater fell into the tub. The result,
of course, was fatal. But every day
people do things just as brilliant.
As technicians who work with
electronic equipment we are expected
to have a little more respect and
knowledge of the potentials we deal
with. Although some technicians never
get more than a minor shock, others
who have had many may think that
they have built up an "immunity."
A few words of wisdom to the "imdon't get lax and play games
mune"
with electricity or the next thing you
play will be a harp.
It really takes very little current to
be fatal, a lot less than you may think.
In fact, the value is in the low milliamperes! If you were to touch a 117 vac, 60Hz line with your hand, you
would probably have a hard time letting go of it at less than 10ma. More
than that could be fatal!
You probably know that the body
has a certain amount of resistance and
that the lower the resistance, the higher the current flow becomes.
The average, healthy adult male
has a dry body resistance of less than
5K, measured from hand to hand and
standing on both feet. Body resistance
drops drastically if you are sweating
and also depends upon which two
points on the body the resistance is
measured. No indication of brain
power, but, the resistance from ear to
ear is less than from hand to hand.
If you touched that 117vac line
with your hand, assuming your body
resistance is 5K, you would be passing
about 23ma. If you were sweating,
your resistance woud drop to about
1K and your body would be passing
117ma! That could be a real "ouch."
Figures tell us that thousands of
people are killed in home accidents.
Some statistics even indicate that
hundreds die each year just falling out
of bed! In contrast, few men who work
in or near hazardous conditions are
fatally injured. Electronic and electrical equipment need be no more
dangerous than sleeping in bed. But
remember that old saying about curit takes the path of least
rent flow
resistance. Don't become a short cir-

-

-

cuit.
.. for more details circle 107 on postcard
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You can earn more money if
you get a Government FCC License
_::__:::__:::.=

...and here's our famous
CIE Warranty that you
will get your License
if you study with us
at home

(

OF SUCCESS IN OBTAINING
A GOVERNMENT FCC LICENSE
(U+t!
.....

I!:l

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
License course will quickly prepare you for a Government FCC
License. If you don't pass the FCC
exam after completing your course,
CIE will refund all your tuition. You
get an FCC License...or your money
back!
A

FCC

NOT SATISFIED with your present income? The most practical thing you
can do about it is add to your Electronics know-how, pass the FCC exam and
get your Government License.

The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Today there are over a million licensed broadcast installations
and mobile transmitters on the air, and
the number is growing constantly. And
according to Federal Law, no one is
permitted to operate or service such

equipment without

a

Government

FCC License or without being under
the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.
This has resulted in a gold mine of
new business for licensed service technicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100
a month. It's possible for one trained
technician to maintain eight to ten
such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.
Opportunities in Plants
And there are other exciting opportunities in the aerospace industry, elec-

tronics manufacturing, telephone
companies, and plants operated by
electronic automation. Inside indus -

(I!'',i
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trial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered
first for promotion and in -plant training programs. The reason is simple.
Passing the Federal Government's
FCC exam and getting your License is
widely accepted proof that you know
the fundamentals of Electronics.
So why doesn't everybody who
"tinkers" with electronic components
get an FCC License and start.cleaning
up?
The answer: it's not that simple. The
Government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every
three men who take the FCC exam

There is one way, however, of being
pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. That's to take one of the
FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.
CIE courses are so effective that better than 9 out of every 10 CIE gradu-

r

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Trans- Thomas E. Miller, Jr., Engineer,
mitter Operator, Radio Station Indiana Bell Telephone ComWBOE: "I give CIE credit for my pany: "I completed my CIE
course and passed my FCC exam
while in the Navy. On my discharge, I was swamped with job
offers from all over the country.
My only problem was to pick the
studio operation, transmitting, best one, and I did-engineer with
proof of performance, equipment Indiana Bell Telephone. CIE made
servicing ... and am on my way the difference between just a job
up."
and a management position."
FEBRUARY 1968
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ates who take the exam pass it. That's
why we can afford to back our courses

with the iron -clad Warranty shown
above: you get your FCC License or

your money back.
Mail Coupon for Two Free Books
Want to know more? Send the coupon
below for free copies of our school
catalog, "How To Succeed In Elec-

tronics," describing opportunities in

Electronics, together with our

special booklet, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License." If coupon has
been removed, just send your name
and address to us.

fail.

CUE

First Class Commercial FCC License. Even though I had only
six weeks of high school algebra,
CIE's lessons made Electronics
easy. I now have a good job in

..

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box in
coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St.. Cleveland. Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
I. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In Electronics" describing the job opportunities in Electronics today and how your courses can prepare me for
them.
2. Your book "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."
Age
Name
(Please Print)

Address
City
Zip
State
D Check here for G.I. Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training ...Since 1934
ET -37

...
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German Equipment
1 have been a subscriber to ET/D
for several years and I could use some
help. I wonder if any reader can tell
me where I can obtain a schematic for
a Kirksaeter, Model RTX400 stereo
receiver (solid-state) which was made
in West Germany.
YUKIO MOTOIICE

Gardena, Calif.
One

ET / D reader recently informed
information on

us that anyone desiring

German -made radios, tape recorders,
stereos and phonographs can possibly
obtain it from the following source:

Mr. Kurt Herrmann, German Hi Fi
and stereo repairs, 731 E. Houston St.,
Ed
San Antonio, Tex., 78205.

-

Speaker Information
would like to acquire some plans
for a speaker cabinet with provision
for a 15in. speaker and a tweeter horn
also, information on the amount of
I

-

sound absorbing material necessary
to install the speaker I have. Can you
provide me with the address of the
Jensen Co.?
WARREN M. SIEVERIN

out of his house when I advised him
that his "jerry-rigged" antenna, with
bell -wire lead-in, caused his color
reception to be poor.
I think this is the life story of many
TV technicians. I believe that some of.
the nation's best electronic troubleshooters will be found in TV repair
shops. I also believe that large companies are finding this out and are recruiting these technicians for industrial electronics work. Perhaps the
reason some TV technicians (including myself) have not done so well in
the TV game is because we are not,
by nature, businessmen. We are primarily technical minded and, in most
cases, it ends there. We can analyze
circuits much better than we can analyze business principles.
What happens when all the "old
good technicians" are gone? Let the
public "do-it-yourself." Sorry, that's
my outlook on the situation.
No complaints on your fine magazine. It has saved my skin many
times. Keep up the good work
you're doing fine.

-

MELVIN L. NETHERY

Midwest City, Okla.

Electronics Directory
I need the name and address of the
manufacturers of the Merlin auto
radio antennas. Also, I am interested
in obtaining a complete electronics
directory.

Barnes, Kan.

PAUL CAPITOL

Inquiries for Jensen speaker information should be sent to the Jensen
Manufacturing Div., The Muter Co.,
6601 S. Laramie, Chicago, Ill. 60638.

-Ed

COLOR
TUNERS
TRANSISTOR

Guaranteed Color Alignment-No Addit. Charge

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts
with model number and complaint. Your tuner will
be expertly overhauled and returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original standards
and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type;
dismantle tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send
in the defective unit only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit
for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

V,oneers ,n TV

®

Tone, Overhaulme

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT:

5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
EAST: 4192 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

More on Technician Shortage
About the technician shortage. No
wonder there's a technician shortage.
What technician would work 50 or
60 hours a week for $100 to $120,
work on holidays, no fringe benefits,
little or no paid vacation (the prevailing conditions in some areas) when
good technicians are getting from
$3.50 an hour and up in many other
areas of electronics
working 40
hours a week with time -and -a -half for
overtime, holidays and weekends
off (or compensated time), reasonable
paid vacation and fringe benefits?
I left (much to my regret) a military
career to work as a full-time TV
technician. In the military service,
no one complained about repair costs,
frequency of service or unrealistic
trouble symptoms. I've been called a
crook on a number of occasions, have
been told that I know nothing about
electronics, television repair, and on
one occasion, a TV owner invited me

-

Erie, Pa.
Perhaps some reader can supply Mr.
Capitol with the address of the auto
antenna manufacturer. In the June
1967 issue of ET, we printed an Electronic Technician's Directory which
lists a great many of the manufacturers and companies involved in the
products which ET / D readers sell
and service. A more complete listing
of electronic manufacturers is published by United Catalog Publishers,
Inc., 645 Stewart Ave., Garden City,
N. Y., and by Electronic Periodicals,
Inc., 33140 Aurora Rd, Cleveland,
Ohio 44139.
Ed.

-

Needs `Ansafone' Info
I have read and used ET for several
years and have found it interesting
and helpful. I have a problem. I need
a schematic and parts info on "Ansafone"
a phone answering system
built by the Ansafone Corp. I have
the model KH85F for repair. I do
not have the manufacturer's address.
Can any ET/D reader help me?

-

VERNON HISTBECK

Minneapolis, Minn.
Sorry, we are unable to locate the
company's address.

-Ed
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WONDER WHERE THE

COLOR

WENT?

See your Sprague Distributor for window -size blow-ups of this message. Or,
send 104 to Sprague Products Co., 65
Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247
to cover handling and mailing costs.
Please ask for poster RP -37.

DON'T FOOL AROUND...
CALL YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TV TECHNICIAN
f

%

f

IIIIM1i
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HE'S THE ONE

WHO CAN BRING

There are many jobs around the house you can tackle
yourself. If you're a bit handy, it's no trick to fix a leaky
faucet or a broken window.
BUT a color TV set is something else again!
It's the most complicated piece of equipment you've
ever owned-bar none. Yes, far more complicated than
your old black and white set.
Trying to fix it yourself can be extremely dangerous.
Trying to fix it yourself can also be quite expensive.
So why try?
The independent radio -TV service dealer in your
neighborhood can do the job right. As TV sets have
grown more complex, he's kept abreast of the changes.
With the introduction of color TV, he's had to learn
a lot of new things.

..

I
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ALIVE!

After all, he repairs all kinds of TV sets for a living
and quite a few of them are color. In the last two years,
almost as many color TV as black and white sets have
been sold.
When your color TV starts acting up, you may think
it has a new or unusual ailment. But your independent
TV service technician won't consider the problem new

... or

unusual. Most likely, he'll know what to do
within a few minutes.
Sure ... he charges for his services. He's a professional.
Because he is, you'll be pleased with the service.

What he charges will be far less than you'd pay in
the long run if you entrusted the job to an amateur or
attempted to do some tinkering yourself.

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY,
DISTRIBUTORS' SUPPLY SUBSIDIARY OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS FOR...

YOUR INDEPENDENT TV-RADIO SERVICE DEALER
DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS "WHAT
FEBRUARY 1968

ELSE NEEDS

FIXING?"

... for more details circle
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Test your

MATV

profit potential.
installation of 82 channel Master Antenna Television
Systems can be one of the most
lucrative opportunities open to the
modern service dealer. Potential
customers include everyone from
The design and

average homeowners to apartment
complexes. However, your choice
of equipment often dictates the
difference between winning and
losing a bid... the difference between trouble -free installations

frustrating callbacks ... and
the difference between handsome
returns and financial headaches.
and

It is your business, but are you
making the most profitable choice?

selling and pricing a system when the entire
system, from antennas to amplifiers to cable to tapoffs, was designed and built
to function as one integrated unit.
You have an obvious advantage in

1.

Who has the industry's only true 82 -channel master antenna system?
color, the antenna is king. Customers aren't satisfied with anything
less than the finest color reception available. Especially when it's available at
no extra cost.
In the age of

2

When you need the highest gain 82 -channel color antenna you can get, where
do you go?
amplification is the most economical means of providing both VHF
and UHF in small and medium sized systems. When you're going for economywhy not go all the way?
On -channel

3.

Which solid-state color distribution amplifiers provide the most economical
ON CHANNEL amplification?
Less loss requires less amplification and lower cost systems-doubly important
in 82 -channel systems where UHF cable losses can be staggering with ordinary coax.

4.

What is the lowest loss RG/59 type coaxial cable designed for 82 -channel
master antenna systems?
Most 82 -channel tapoffs have much higher losses on UHF-where you can least
afford it. But wall taps with no additional UHF loss are like money in the bank.

5

Which 82 -channel wall tapoffs give you the same low losses on UHF as VHF?
prices for 82 -channel splitters, line taps, wall taps, matching
transformers, etc.-when one line gives you all 82 -channel distribution equipment
at no extra cost?
Why pay premium

6.

Who has the most complete line of 82 -channel master antenna distribution

system equipment?

Score yourself.
1.

Channel Master MATV

2.

I'

Color Crossfire 82

You guessed it.

CHANNEL MASTER
Master Antenna Television Systems
©1968 Channel Master

3. Color Amps

4. Color Duct 82

score extra MATV profits
every time you choose Channel
Master. If you aren't picking
Channel Master-your profits
You

5.

U-V

Wall Tapoffs

6.0-V Distribution Equipment

be improved. Sée your
Channel Master distributor or
write to Channel Master, Ellen ville, New York 12428.
can
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Johnson Co.

FM Two -Way Radio Model 242-502,503

Description
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and 4 in the ac power adapter) to P4. P4 is connected to
J4, the receiver antenna jack located on the back of the
transceiver. The signal is coupled from J4 directly to Z1.
Z1 is a high Q bandpass filter, commonly called a helical
resonator. The signal is coupled through Z and C203 to
the base of the RF amplifier, Ql. The amplified signal from
the collector of Ql passes through Z2, the second helical
resonator and is coupled by C5 to the base of Q2, the first
mixer.

Receiver Circuit

The Johnson FM receiver is a completely solid-state
dual -conversion superheterodyne unit. The intermediate
frequencies are 10.7MHz and 455kHz. The squelch is
noise operated and is immune to impulse type noise.
RF
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Amplifier

1st Oscillator
The 1st oscillator is a series resonant type using a 3rd
overtone crystal. The output from the collector of Q3, the
1st oscillator transistor, is coupled by T2, the 1st oscillator
transformer, and C63 to the base of the multiplier, Q4. A

The RF amplifier stage consists of selectivity elements Z1
and Z2 and transistor Q 1. The incoming signal from the
antenna is coupled through the lowpass network located
in the power adpater and through de -energized contacts 4,
8 and 3 of RLY l in the dc power adpater (contacts 3, 9
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COLOR GENERATORS

4 reasons why Sencore is your best buy
in professional test instruments
LOBOY CG10

LOBOY CG12

America's lowest priced professional
quality standard color bar generator.
All solid state. Battery powered for
maximum portability.

AC

operated version of the CG10. Also

has 4.5 MHz crystal controlled signal

for fine tuning adjustment.

$109.95

$89.95

COLOR KING CG141

Absolute stability assured by exclusive
"Temp Control" and new timer circuitry. All standard patterns, plus new
movable single dot and single cross.
Analyzing features too.
$149.95

COLOR ANALYZER CA122B
The complete analyzer for color and
B&W-far more than just a color generator. Has variable RF and IF outputs,
composite video, chroma, and horizontal and vertical sync pulses.
$187.50

r.
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##
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Whatever the need, Sencore has the color generator that is just right for you. Each has the
built-in quality you expect from Sencore. Each
has standard RCA licensed color bar patterns.

Each is triple tested for guaranteed accuracy.
Each is steel encased with chrome panel. See
your distributor for more reasons why Sencore is
your best buy, always.
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MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EOU'PMFNT

SOUTri WESTGATE DRIVE
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ways to
increase
your
income

A

TECHNICAL DIGEST

sample of the 1st oscillator output voltage is coupled by
C99 to a rectifier filter network consisting of D12, R110
and C109. The output of this network is the 1st oscillator
test voltage, used for peaking the oscillator, and is measured at the yellow test point, TP4.

Multiplier

The multiplier is an amplifier with the output tuned to
the 3rd harmonic of the input. Third harmonic tuning is
provided by tuned circuits T3 and T16. Using two tuned
circuits in the output provides for greater spurious and
harmonic rejection. The output, 1O.7MHz below the carrier frequency, is tapped off T16 and coupled to the base
of the first mixer, Q2, by C68.

RCA Institutes, Inc. offers these four comprehensive home study courses especially designed to help build your income immediately!

1st Mixer
The output of the 1st mixer is tuned to the difference
frequency of the RF amplifier and multiplier inputs, or
I0.7MHz. T4, the 1st mixer transformer, is tuned to 10.7 MHz and couples the output to the crystal filter, Z4.
You get the necessary background for semiconduc-

TRANSISTORS

COLOR TV Add profitable color
TV to your skills with this home
training course, newly revised to
include information on the latest
techniques, receiver circuitry and

2nd Oscillator
The 2nd oscillator operates as a parallel mode colpitts
type with an output frequency of 11.155MHz or 455kHz
above signal input to the 2nd mixer. The output is taken
off the emitter of Q6 and coupled to the base of the 2nd
mixer by C 17.

tor technology including characteristics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers
and other solid state devices.Tran-

equipment. Train under the direction of RCA Institutes ...experts
in Color TV home study training.

sistor trainer also available.

2nd Mixer
The inputs to the 2nd mixer are 1O.7MHz from the crystal filter, and 11.155MHz from the 2nd oscillator. The output is tuned to the difference frequency, or 455kHz.
Transformer T6 provides 2nd mixer tuning and couples
the 455kHz signal to the base of the 1st IF amplifier, Q7.
AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

Trains you for the many applications of automation electronics in
industry and government including
Photoelectronics, Digital Computer
Techniques, Synchros and Servo-

Trains you to service and maintain 2 -way radio communications
on land, sea, and air! Gives you
the technical foundation for space
communications!

IF Stages
Q7 and Q8 are high gain, 455kHz IF amplifiers. Q9 and

mechanisms, Automatic Control
Systems, and many more!

Take advantage of

RCA's Liberal Tuition

Plan. You only pay for

lessons you order; and have no long-term obligations. Licensed by
New York State Education Department. Approved for Veterans.

RC,'

Audio

MI

School, Dept. ET -28

320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001
Without obligation, rush me free information
ing Course: COLOR TV

TRANSISTORS_

on the

following

MOBILE

RCA Home

Train-

COMMUNICATIONS_

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
Age

Name

Address
City

IM

Zone

ME
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MR

Discriminator
The discriminator, consisting of T9, D4, D5 and associated components, detects any unbalance in phase shift
appearing across the secondary of T9 causing either D4 or
D5 to conduct and develop audio across R49 and R5O.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE FREE INFORMATION
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Home Study

Q10 are combination IF amplifiers and limiters. The collector swing of Q9 is reduced by limiting the collector voltage to 4v and thus decreasing the over-all dynamic range of
the 1st limiter. Diodes D1 and D2 form a fullwave clipper
which aids the limiting action of Q9. The input at the base
of Q10, the 2nd limiter, is sufficient to keep that stage in
saturation at all times. The output of Q10 is applied to the
primary of the discriminator transformer, T9.

IM

State

BE

The audio from the discriminator is applied to a de emphasis network made up of R52 and C43. Its purpose is
to restore the pre -emphasized frequency spectrum to its
original form. The de-emphasized audio is applied to the
volume control. The audio is taken from the movable contact of the volume control, R54, and coupled to the base
of the 1st audio amplifier, Q14, by C47. Audio preamplification is performed by Q14, the 1st audio amplifier, and,
Q15, the audio driver. Tl, the driver transformer, couples
the driver output to a series class B combination consisting
of Q16 and Q17. The series class B output stage can deliver
approximately 5w of audio to a 3.212 PM speaker.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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This little part
plays
a big role in radio.

Delco

This box gives you top revues.

The transistor is no

bit player

when it comes to radio
performance. That's why Delco
transistors are manufactured
under controlled conditions that
assure extremely high reliability.
And why they're thoroughly
tested before being placed in
the familiar blue and black box.
Delco Radio engineers are
leaders in auto radio design
and transistor technology.
One reason why Delco radios
are original equipment on over

GM

DS -501 I.

Transistor

quality replacement parts.
Doesn't it make good sense to
stock the best for your customers?
Remember these facts when you
re -order. And remember, too,
that your United Delco supplier
handles the most widely
advertised, merchandised and
recognized name in the

parts business.
Next time you think little,
think big. Think Delco.
nano

half of the cars on
the road today.

GM

That United Delco box is your
guarantee of genuine OEM
MANn
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We admit it. We're tough to work for.
But we get results.
The brand hew Companion IV, for instance. It's smaller.
[2'/4"(h) x 81/2"(w) x 63/8"(d)]
And lighter in weight. [33/4 pounds]
But it's jam-packed full of the good things a good radio
should be full of.
Sample:
Front, bottom and telephone handset speakers which, for
the first time, guarantee unobstructed sound no matter where
the radio is mounted. And which give an extra measure of
tone fidelity, plus increased volume with less distortion than
ever before.
Four more channels than its predecessor. Ten in all.
Touch -tap tuning which allows you to change channels
just like that.
A greatly improved noise limiting circuit. And we mean
greatly improved.
Electronic switching.
Receive and transmit indicator light.
L -C filter for razor-sharp selectivity.
Two R -F stages in the receiver.
And a choice of either palm microphone or telephone
handset at no extra cost.
The price: $139.90.
The point: Buy it. It's a great little radio.
For a free brochure on the Companion IV and the entire
line of Pearce -Simpson profit making Citizens Band Radios,
mail this coupon.
F.C.C. Type Acceptance pending

TECHNICAL DIGEST

Noise -Operated Squelch
The operation of the squelch depends entirely on the
presence or absence of an on frequency RF carrier. With
no on frequency signal input to the receiver, noise from
the discriminator is coupled from the de -emphasis network, through an audio filter with a sharp rolloff below
3kHz, and to the base of the 1st noise amplifier, Q11. The
noise is amplified by Q 11, Q 12 and applied to the squelch
potentiometer, R 104, through C85. The noise voltage is
then rectified and doubled by diodes D6 and D7. The resulting negative dc output reverse biases Q13, the squelch
gate and switches it off. In the off condition the collector
potential of the squelch gate rises to approximately 10v.
This voltage represents a large forward biasing potential to
the anode of D8 and for all practical purposes D8 is a short
circuit with respect to the collector of Q13 and the emitter
10v drop
of Q 14, the 1st audio amplifier. Approximately
across D8 is applied to the emitter of Q14, reverse biasing
it, switching the stage off.
With the presence of an on frequency carrier, the quieting effect takes place and the input to the noise amplifier
becomes reduced to such a low level that it is effectively
removed. The noise squelch audio filter prevents the audio
from being amplified by the noise amplifiers. Therefore,
the output from the rectifier doubler network falls to a
level less than is necessary to keep the squelch gate switched
off. The squelch gate becomes forward biased and switches
on. Its collector voltage drops to approximately 2.5v, causing D8 to switch off. When D8 switches off, the emitter
voltage of the 1st audio amplifier, Q14, falls to a level less
than is required to keep that stage switched off. Q 14 switches on and the audio becomes operative.

-

The Companion IV

Our Motto:
If you can't put
10 channels
and 3 speakers into a
$139.90 radio, you're not
Pearce -Simpson
material.
PEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
P.O. Box 800/Biscayne Annex, Miami, Fla. 33152
Gentlemen: I like your motto. Please send your
brochure.
ET-268
Name
Address

J m7Ohc(

City
Zip

State

...
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"Run along, you've just been replaced."

for more details circle 129 on postcard
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Never ask a
lightweight rotor to do
a heavyweight's job.

Selling your customer a lightweight rotor when
he has a large antenna array just doesn't make
sense. Especially since you can offer him an

alternative: the heavy-duty "Bell Series" rotor,
from CDE.
Available in both automatic and manual forms,
this rotor is designed specifically for large,
heavy antenna arrays... designed specifically for
unmatched fringe -area reception... designed
to give your customers the finest color TV reception
possible. In fact, this is the only
heavy-duty rotor available.
We call it the Bell Series because of its
completely weatherproof, die-cast aluminum
housing. You'll call it rugged because it has 4 to
5 times the stalling and braking torque of any other
rotor! This means any antenna will turn, even
under the most adverse weather conditions...
and that your customers will get terrific color or
black and white reception despite high winds
or heavy icing. Great FM reception too!
The Bell Series rotor: one -of -a -kind built for
one -of -a -kind performance!

c o4 CORNELLDUBILIER
.

FEBRUARY 1968
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AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONI£ is
for

BOTH

a

BOOK CLUB

limited time only you can obtain

of these MAMMOTH books (Combined List Price $13.90)

yours for only

$ 1 99

...with Trial

Club Membership

Publisher's List Price

with Trial Membership in
Electronic Technician/
Dealer's Book Club

MAMMOTH 312 Pages

GIANT Book-495 Pages

394 Illustrations

243 Illustrations

18 Chapters

18 Helpful Tables

160 Waveform Photos

10 Complete Sections

Permanent, Hardbound Volume

Permanent, Hardbound Volume

May we send you both these unique timesavers as part of an unusual offer of
Trial Membership in Electronic Technician/Dealer's Book Club?

Troubles In 10 Minutes
have at your fingertips,
this mammoth, quick -answer guide to
over 700 TV circuit troubles!
If you service TV receivers, this book
offers you more practical help than any
other ever published. Using 63 large size photos of different picture -troubles,
keyed to trouble -finding charts which
identify over 700 probable defects, you
can pinpoint almost any TV circuit or
component defect in a matter of minutes.
Detailed, Practical Help!
...Nearly
50
detailed
trouble -finding
charts pinpoint the most probable causes
for defects in every circuit or major comPinpoint

TV

Now you can

34

ponent-from tuner to picture tube, from
sound and audio to power supply. Contains over 160 large -size waveform photos
you can compare with those you see on
your scope-in each case, explanations
tell you the most likely causes for improper wave -shapes. Also included are explanations of circuits used in the majority

of receivers produced since 1953. Methods
for checking performance of various components are described and illustrated.
In addition, this comprehensive handbook
contains much practical information to
guide you in locating and correcting
troubles, including the necessary tests
and measurements.

a

Pinpoint Transistor Troubles In 12 Minutes
A virtual library of practical data of
value to everyone who works with transistor circuits. Here is a unique servicing
text you can put to immediate use, whether
your interests are oriented toward home entertainment or industrial type equipment. If you service entertainment equipment, here is everything you need on
all types of home and auto receivers
PLUS transistorized TV receivers!
If you service commercial sound equipment, electronic organs, servo systems,
transmitters, control and alarm equipment
here is the troubleEVEN computers
shooting data you need!
.

...

.

...

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

SENDN

0 fy10 N EY!

You get 63

Simply

fill

in and mail postage-paid Airmail card today!

different large -size picture -troubles like these reduced examples -keyed
charts- "Pinpoint the Troubles in 10 Minutes."

to trouble -finding

Organized For Easy Use!
Organized so that needed information
can be located quickly and easily, experienced technicians will find it one of the
most valuable references ever published on
servicing all types of transistor circuits.
A quick -reference table tells you exactly
where to find appropriate trouble -shooting
charts and service procedures for practically every type of transistorized device.
In all, nearly 100 different types of
equipment are categorized under general
headings such as amplifiers, radio receivers, radio transmitters, power supplies.
test instruments, and special equipment.
In the event you are unfamiliar with the
operation of any circuit in question, the
test gives complete information on circuit operation. Other sections provide information on transistor and component
specifications, professional test techniques,
repair procedures, and servicing tips.
"Pinpoint TV Troubles", and "Pinpoint Transistor Troubles" are handsome,
hardbound books, indicative of the many
other fine offerings made to Members ..
important books to read and keep
volumes with your specialized interests in
mind.
How You Profit From Club Membership
This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you.
For here is a Club devoted exclusively to
seeking out only those titles of interest
to you as an electronic technician (no
hobby or "fringe" books are offered).
Membership in the Club offers you several advantages:
1. Charter Bonus: The two "Pinpoint"
books carry publisher's retail price of
$13.90. But they can by yours for only
$1.99 with your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club guarantees to save you 15% to 75% on the

...

.

books you need.
3. Editorial Advisory Services: The Club's
Editorial Advisory Board selects only the

important books of direct interest to you.
4. Wide Selection, Members are annually
offered over 50 of the authoritative books
on all phases of electronic servicing. The

Club makes it a point to offer new books,
along with standard classics
lists books
from all publishers-not just one or two.
5. Prevents You From Missing New Books:
The Club's FREE monthly News gives you
advance notice of important new books
books vital to your continued professional advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended to
prove to you, through your own experience,
that these very real advantages can be
yours
that it is possible to keep up
with the professional literature published
in your specific area of interest
and to
save substantially while so doing.
How The Club Works
Forthcoming selections are described in
the FREE monthly Club news. Thus, you
are among the first to know about, and to
win if you desire, significant books. You
choose only the main or alternate selection
you want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the News.
As part of your Trial Membership, you
need purchase as few as four books during
the coming 12 months. You would probably
buy at least this many anyway
without
the substantial savings offered through
Club Membership.
Limited Time Offer!
Here, then, is an interesting opportunity
to enroll on a trial basis
to prove to
yourself, in a short time, the advantages of
belonging to the only Book Club devoted

...

..

...

...

...

...

exclusively

to

electronic

servicing.

We

urge you, if this unique offer is appealing,
to act promptly, for we've reserved only
a limited number of Handbooks for new
Members.
To start your Membership on these attractive terms, simply fill out and mail
the postage -paid Airmail card today. You
will receive the two "Pinpoint" books for
a 10 -day inspection. SEND NO MONEY! If
you are not delighted with these quality
hardbound books, return them within 10
days and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without
cost or obligation.
Electronic Technician/Dealer's Book Club,
Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17213.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
The VYVM

Pub. pr. $4.60; Club pr. $3.50

Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques
Pub. pr. $7.95; Club pr. $4.95

Industrial Electronics Made Easy
Pub. pr. $5.95; Club pr. $4.50

Handbook for Electronic Technicians
Engineers
Pub. pr. $16.00; Club pr. $7.95
TV Sweep

Oscillators

Pub. pr. $6.00; Club pr. $3.95
The Oscilloscope

Pub. pr. $6.95; Club pr. $4.95

Electronic Design Charts
Pub. pr. $5.95; Club pr. $4.95
Test Instruments for Electronics
Pub. pr. $4.95; Club pr. $3.50

Servicing Sync Circuits
Pub. pr. $5.65; Club pr. $3.95
A

New Way to Service Color TV

Pub. pr. $6.45; Club pr. $4.95
How To Test Almost Everthing Electronic

Pub. pr. $5.65; Club pr. $3.95

Horizontal Sweep Servicing Handbook
Pub. pr. $5.95; Club pr. $3.95
Basic Industrial Electronic Course
Pub. pr. $5.95; Club pr. $4.95
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Some people just dort like to
admit they need a service man.
They know they're going to have to pay bills for something they don't really
understand. They feel a little uneasy, a little helpless.
That's why millions of Phi lco owners automatically choose their
local Philco Qualified Service Center when they need
something fixed. They feel safer with the specialist.
There's a lot of new business waiting for you when
you hang out the Philco sign.
Your service technicians can get all the training they
need right there in your area. And when they're through,
our Tech Data Service keeps them in the picture with all
LL//UU
the new developments and service short cuts.
When your shop appears in our Yellow Pages listings you become the
headquarters for Philco Service in your area. You can get new business
you'd probably never have uncovered. And you get the fastest parts
delivery in the industry.
That's briefly how it works- how it'll mean more business for you.
Your local Philco-Ford Distributor will give you all the details.
Call his Service Manager.

n

PHILCO

Philco-Ford Corporation
Philadelphia. Pa. 19134

S8

FAMOUS FOR QUALITY THE WORLD OVER

... for more details
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1
Isolate the possible defective color stages first on the manufacturer's
schematic and then locate the stage or stages on the chassis.

SOLVING
DIFFICULT
COLOR
PROBLEMS
Learn how to `crack'
those `tough -nuts' and
make your work -day
more productive and
satisfying

FEBRUARY 1968

You can solve most color TV
problems by tube replacements.
But you'll run into a few difficult
jobs occasionally that refuse to
yield to this easy technique. Right
here is where the "boy" technicians
get separated from the "men" technicians. And you'll be in the grownup class only if you know what
you're doing and use the proper
test instruments correctly.
You'll need the following test
instruments to handle the tough
ones:
1)
A Color bar/ dot generator.
2) A good, accurate VTVM.
3) A stable broadband scope.
4) A Color tube jig setup.
5) Color TV schematics and
full service data.
6) A good dynamic tube tester.

--

You will also need a few convenient hand tools
including a degaussing coil
most of which you
already have in the shop.

Isolating the color stages
First, check or substitute all
color -circuit tubes. Then try to
isolate the stage or stages in which
the symptoms indicate the problem
exists. Now use the scope and
VTVM to locate the defective component (see Fig. 1).
Does this sound oversimplified?
we'll get into the details
Read on
immediately.
Some experienced service technicians, for example, go directly
to the 3.58MHz oscillator stage in
case of no color. When one color
is missing, they go to the corres -

-
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Fig. 2
If either L600 or
L602 open, weak color
results in the Sylvania D02

chassis.

ponding stages that amplify the
missing color. The cause of two
missing colors can usually be located
in the demodulator or the R-, B- or
G -Y amplifiers. The cause of a
changing tint in a B / W screen can
be located in the R-, B- and G -Y
amplifier stages or the color
CRT. And look for a change in the
gray scale after the color receiver
warms to the normal operating
temperature.
To check if the color stages are
working, simply flip the SERVICE/
NORMAL switch to SERVICE position.
Now adjust all SCREEN controls to
minimum. Advance one color
SCREEN control after the other to
see if each shows a horizontal color
line on the color CRT. If all colors
register, the trouble is ahead of
these stages. But it should be mentioned at this point that a bad
SCREEN control can sometimes lead
you astray. Make certain that all
three controls are good.
No Color
The easiest problem to solve is
usually "no color." Generally, as
previously stated, the problem will
be solved most of the time by replacing one or two tubes. First, sub -

40

AMP

6

R606
2.2K

-

After a color receiver is repaired it is wise to make
purity and convergence checks before delivering the set.
Touch-ups can be made in the home.
Fig. 3

+140V

stitute the 3.58MHz oscillator tube.
Then, in turn, substitute the burst
and bandpass amplifiers, demodulators, R-, G- and B -Y amplifier
tubes. If only one color is missing,
go to the tube that provides the
missing color. If red is missing, for
example, check the "X" demodulator and R -Y amplifier tubes. Likewise, if blue is missing, check the
"Z" demodulator and B -Y amplifier tubes. Do not overlook the
possibility of a bad gun in the CRT.
In the event two colors are missing, begin at the R-Y, B -Y and G -Y
amplifier tubes that provide the two
colors. It is unlikely that two separate tubes are at fault. Also check
the CRT. You may have one dead
color gun and another that's very
weak.

Weak Color
When the symptom is weak or
intermittent color, the situation can
become real tough at times. The
cause of very weak color or just
not enough color, can originate
anywhere from the antenna to the
CRT.
In the aforementioned case, begin by assuming: if the B/W picture is good, the color picture should

be good. But, first, we check all
color tubes on the tube tester. This
will help eliminate weak stages.
Now, if any shorted tubes show up
but replacements do not solve the
weak color condition, we then check
for overheating or burned plate and
screen resistors. Also for open peaking coils or transformers in the plate
circuits.
Weak color can likewise be traced to the 3.58MHz oscillator circuit, chroma amplifier, bandpass
amplifier, burst amplifier and color killer stages. One or two weak colors
can be traced to the demodulator
and R-, G- and R -Y amplifiers.
Check and replace the 3.58MHz
oscillator crystal if weak color persists.
A tube tester, VTVM and scope
are valuable in locating weak color
stages. It is usually best to employ
the incoming station signal to check
for weak color. In case the bar / dot
generator is used, keep the generator's output low. You can fail to detect a weak color stage if a very
strong color generator signal
is used.
A Sylvania D02 chassis had
weak color. Although a 6EW6
chroma tube checked out weak, it

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

H2 HEATER HOOKUP

6GU7

V-707

POOR
GROUND

CONNECTION

To

V-706

-

Fig. 4
By pushing gently on various PC board components,
you can frequently locate a poor connection.

and other replacements did not improve the color.
The scope probe was placed on
pin 6 of the 3.58MHz 6GH8 oscillator, and the stage was oscillating.
To save valuable servicing time,
the circuit was "broken in half' by
checking the signal on the plates of
the "X" and "Y" demodulator
tubes. The check showed belownormal color signal amplitude. Next,
we progressed to the plate of the
bandpass amplifier, 6KT8. Results
were the same.
Then the scope probe was applied to pin 5 of the chroma amplifier and a weak, distorted signal
appeared. The control grid indicated a good strong color signal.
After checking the schematic we
concluded that an open L602 or out of-tolerance R604 could be causing the trouble. But R604 was a 2w
resistor.
So a continuity check of L602
showed it was open. At first, if we
had followed the clue revealed by
the shorted chroma amplifier, we
would have saved time. Undoubtedly, the 6EW6 tube drew heavy current and opened L602 (see Fig. 2).
In another Sylvania D02 chassis
we found L600 to be open in the
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grid circuit of the same chroma amplifier
producing the same
symptoms
weak color.
It is wise to make quick purity
and convergence checks of each
color receiver after it is returned to
the customer's home (see Fig. 3).

Intermittent Color
Intermittent stages in a B/ W
chassis are often "tough" to locate.
But an intermittent color stage is
frequently even more difficult.
You'll find it necessary to be extremely careful and patient when
working on intermittent color problems. They can originate anywhere
in the set from an improper color killer setting to a cracked PC board.
Try to isolate the intermittent
color to one or possibly two stages.
Use the VTVM to determine if incorrect voltages or resistances are
causing the trouble. A scope is ideal
for checking intermittent color
stages.
A complete, original manufacturer's schematic and full service
information is a "must" when
troubleshooting intermittent color
circuits. Sometimes, by pushing
gently on coils mounted on PC
boards, using an insulated rod or

-A

Fig. 5
bad heater ground connection
caused intermittent color problems in an RCA
CTC15A chassis.

your fingers, you can locate bad
connections. (see Fig. 4).

Poor Color Picture
This intermittent color problem
arose in a CTC15A RCA set and affected both color and B/ W pictures. The gray scale of the B / W
picture would change into various
tints of color. At times, a 10in. reddish color -bar would appear down
the center of the TV screen. Sometimes, after operating for four or
five hours, the picture would fade
and the raster go black.
One thing appeared certain, the
trouble had to be in the last video
stage, the R-, G-, B -Y amplifiers or
in the color CRT. The color CRT
checked good but was left connected
to the tester for one hour in an effort to insure that a cold/hot intermittent condition did not exist in
the CRT. All tubes were checked
and a weak 6AW8 video output
tube was replaced.
We now assumed the symptom
could only be caused by a defective
R-, B- or G -Y amplifier stage. And,
of course, a weak video amplifier
tube could make the raster go dark.
Let's check over the poor color
symptoms once again. They were
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If one color suddenly disappears. check the stacked
selenium rectifiers on the convergence board of an RCA
CTC25XA chassis. Substitute if in doubt.

Fig.

characterized by changes in the
B / W picture, misplaced green and
reddish color on the CRT screen,
fading picture, then a dark raster.
Once again, we now assumed the
trouble had to be in the R-, B- or
G -Y amplifier stages.
Two new 6GU7 amplifier tubes
were substituted. We still had the
same trouble after the set operated
for several hours in the color CRT
mockup test jig. In some of the
earlier models, the coupling capacitor between demodulator and amplifiers would become shorted or
leaky. So we clipped one end of
these but they checked good. All
grid and plate voltages checked
normal. The chassis was left to
cook again on the color mock-up
bench.
The chassis worked perfectly for
two days and was then returned to
its cabinet. Sometimes, an intermittent trouble will only act up
when the chassis is enclosed in its
own cabinet. This happened to be
the situation in this case.
Fifteen minutes before delivery
time, the set began to act up. Bingo!
The picture narrowed, the raster appeared a sickly greenish -yellow and
a wide red strip appeared down the
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Intermittent
Fig. 7
trouble in this CTC25XA chassis.

center of the screen. Then the raster
went black.
The back cover was carefully removed and the cheater cord was
plugged in quickly. This chassis
didn't have time to cool off. We saw
the trouble directly before us: Both
6GU7 heaters were dark! By pushing around on one of the 6GU7
tubes, both came back to life again.
Further checking showed a bad
heater ground connection to the R-,
B-, G -Y and blanker tubes (see Fig.
5).
Too Much Red
The customer's complaint on
this CTC25XA was "too much
red." In fact, sometimes there was
aca red line around the figures
cording to the owner. We checked the chassis in the owner's home
and everything seemed normal. The
B / W and color pictures were both
good.
We checked the TINT control
with a color bar/ dot generator clipped to the VHF antenna terminals.
The color bars did vary 30deg and
the skin hue was normal. After one
hour of checking we returned to
the shop.
Within three days we received

-

BI

A

stacked rectifier CR801

B

caused

the same complaint but found the
color receiver working normal when
we arrived. We coaxed the customer into letting us take the chassis to
the shop for closer observation.
But he wanted us to wait until after
the weekend.
When we brought the chassis in
and it was connected to the color jig, it ran perfectly for five straight
days. Poking around on the PC
board turned up a fat zero. Actually,
we had never seen the symptoms the
owner complained about. So the
chassis was returned.
When the chassis was replaced
in the cabinet, a red ring appeared
around every object on the screen.
The owner said this was the trouble
he had complained about. Then the
picture returned to normal. Here
we had intermittent convergence
trouble.
We had "goofed" on this job in
several ways. First, we were looking
for excessive red in the picture with
possible weak green and blue highlights. Secondly, we did not take
the cabinet to the shop and left
the defective convergence board attached to it.
Now we removed the convergence board and checked a few
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controls. By moving the stacked
selenium rectifier on the convergence board, the red color popped
out. The resistance of each section
of the rectifier was checked with an
ohmmeter. Then, by twisting the
prongs lightly, we found one section
would open (see Fig. 6 and 7). When
the rectifier assembly was replaced,
the "too much red" problem was
solved.
Very Weak Color
The complaint on an RCA CTC10 chassis was "very faint color."
The set had been this way for two
entire weeks before the owner
brought it in from a deep -fringe
area. All tubes were checked. We
knew this one had to be in tip-top
shape for deep -fringe reception.
Both UHF and VHF tuners were
cleaned and then the chassis was
connected to the color jig.
Replacing the RF tube in the tuner and a 6GM6 in the IF section improved the B / W picture. We still
had very little color, plus some
vertical roll. The tube tester showed
a short in the burst amplifier tube
and a weak reactance tube. Both
were replaced and this improved
the color somewhat. Still, we were
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Replacing two NE2 lamps improved color -brightness
in this RCA CTC10 chassis.
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B/ W and
color pictures.
We quickly checked our color
file on the CTC10 chassis. Sure
enough, a couple of modifications
had been made to improve both
B/ W and color reception.
By replacing two small neon
lamps, the color brightness was improved (see Fig. 8). Also, the vertical sync and B/ W picture were
greatly improved by replacing a
2µf electrolytic capacitor in the
video circuit (see Fig. 9). To go a
step further, the color picture was
improved and became more stable
when the 3.58MHz crystal was substituted. We had checked the oscillator grid with a VTVM and found
it to be -3v. And after replacing
the crystal, it measured 7v.
a long way from good

-

Two Colors Missing
The complaint was "poor color"
on this Admiral LK5591 model.
When the receiver was first switched on, the picture appeared green
and the raster was slow in filling
out. A possibility of two separate
troubles existed: poor color and
insufficient width. We also learned
that the owner had "fiddled" with
the color knobs at the rear.

-A

Fig. 9
leaking or dried out 2µ4 electrolytic capacitor
in this CTC10 chassis can
cause poor color, poor B/W
and poor vertical sync.

The insufficient width problem
was solved by replacing the horizontal output tube. Now to tackle
the color problem. Adjusting the
FIDELITY control made the picture
go from green to greenish -blue.
By changing the 3.58MHz oscillator tube, the color picture was restored. At least we had some red
in the picture. The color picture
was additionally improved by setting up the B / W scale and touching up the convergence.
But three days later we were called back for the same trouble.
Again we had no red and very little
blue color. The color demodulator
tube involved was substituted with
little result. Then, by checking the
SCREEN controls, we had no red and
very little blue. The horizontal line
was green as grass.
We concluded that the trouble
was intermittent and now had broken down altogether. The trouble
was definitely in the color demodulator stage or screen circuits of the
CRT. To make certain, the color
CRT was checked first. We didn't
have to go further. The green gun
checked perfect, the blue gun was
very weak and the red gun barely

moved the meter needle.
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Selling and Installing
M ATV Systems
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Attenuator
Antenna
Down Leads

Here's another `boat' you'll regret missing if
you don't start up the gang -plank now

Antenna
Mixer

Distribution
Amplifier

The idea of master antenna TV
systems (MATV) for improved TV
and FM radio reception is not new.
But, because many of the 60 -million
homes in the nation which have TVs
and FM radios are fast graduating
into the 2- and 3 -set category, a
strong demand for the systems has
developed in recent times.
Some 15 years ago, MATV systems started to become popular in
apartment houses, motels, hospitals,
hotels and schools. Now their popularity has spread to the home and
the demand is rapidly increasing.
The system is sometimes called the
"wall-to-wall" antenna concept.
Even in those homes having one
or two portable -type sets mounted
on wheels, the MATV concept has
caught on. When this home is wired
having three
for a MATV system
or four outlets in as many rooms
the one or two sets become more
versatile, practical and useful. Good
reception can be quickly obtained
in any room that has a power and
antenna outlet.
The demand for better color
TV reception has also spurred the
MATV concept forward. And,
finally, let us not forget the influ-

-
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ence which the expanding UHF
and FM/ stereo sectors are now
exerting on MATV. Most MATV
systems for homes are designed to
cover VHF, UHF and, of course,
FM radio. And service -dealers who
do not take advantage of this great
potential are truly missing the "sky -

boat."
Getting Started
It is unlikely that a significant
number of your customers will come
into your shop tomorrow morning
and start demanding MATV systems for their homes. You'll have
to sell them. But, before you can
sell 'em, you'll have to know precisely what you're selling and why.
You might begin by informing yourself of some pertinent facts about
the business:
For over twenty years, for example, you might start by informing
yourself, (and tell your customers
later when you are properly prepared), that the TV set has to a great
extent dominated living room arrangements in many homes. In
most cases, the TV set is located
near a window and ac outlet
making it necessary to arrange all

-

other furniture so that TV may be
viewed with reasonable comfort.
Unsightly cords, lumps under the
rugs and coils of wire hanging behind the set not only compromise
set performance but ruin room decor. But it is easy to eliminate these
inconveniences in both old and newly constructed homes by installing
MATV systems. You're not convinced?
From the viewpoint of convenience and flexible room arrangements, it makes good sense to have
several TV outlets in the living
room of the modern home. Increased use of portable TV also creates
the need for at least one TV outlet
in every room where it is to be used.
Add to this the FM receivers, and
we have another argument for home
type TV signal distribution systems.
But why stop here.
With the number of two-, three and four -set homes increasing, you
either install additional unsightly
antennas on the roof or use inefficient signal -depleting couplers.
But, for top -performance (at the
same time eliminating signal sapping coils of wire hanging behind the set, lead-in running under
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Fig.

and install various types of MATV
systems to fit a wide variety of
customer needs.
You'll have to learn all about
signal preamplifiers, amplifiers,
baluns,
matching transformers,
line splitters and many other specialized components. You'll find
yourself paying more attention to
antenna capabilities, signal gain,
system noise figure, amplifier response and impedance match. But
we'll give you the complete story in
this article series, plus additional
important information in the antenna article series, "Antennas
Sans
`Bafflegab' and `Bushwa,' " which
began in the September, 1967 issue.

DB

1.12X

Termination

lets.
In addition to following common-sense conclusions that lead
to selling yourself and your customers on a better "TV -future,"
you'll have to learn how to design

Voltage
Times

DB

15DB

the rug or mashed under a metal
storm sash), you will have to give
your customers MATV systems.
Many of your customers will never
know what really satisfactory TV
reception is until you give them a
signal distribution system with out-
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(Left) TV/FM MATV Distribution system.

The MATV System
You'll learn first that an MATV
system has two main sections: the
headend (see Fig. 1) and the distribution system (see Fig, 2). The
headend normally ccinsists of the
antenna and preamplifier (whenever required). Additionally, the
headend may include mixing networks, traps, filters and other components
depending on specific
considerations which will be detailed in forthcoming articles.
You should not jump to the conclusion that selling and designing
MATV systems is difficult. In fact,
all the arguments for them are essentially "pat" and create a soft sell situation as far as most TV/FM
users are concerned. And selecting
the components for any given system
is very simple.
We select the individual components for the distribution system
first. We then select the headend
components. Additionally, instead
of trying to work with signal
strength, gain and loss in microvolts,
we apply decibels (db) which reduces the process to simple arithmetic

-

addition and subtraction.
For example, we begin by estab-

lishing a reference level of 0db
(or 1004v) to which all plus or
minus db are referenced to. (This
is established across a 752 impedance.) We don't actually need this
much voltage to operate most modern TV sets, but it is established
this high to provide an adequate
margin of signal under all conditions.
Now, with a signal level of 0db
at the input of an amplifier having
a 20db gain, for example, all we
need to do first is add up all the
various system losses (cable, split ter, insertion, isolation, etc.) and
subtract them from the amplifier
gain. This provides us with the
amount of signal, in db, available
at the amplifier output. If we
want to know how much voltage
this amounts to, we simply multiply
db by its voltage / times factor. We
don't even have to figure this out,
all we need to do is refer to Chart I
as shown above.
Suppose, for example, we have a
0db input signal to a certain ampli fier which has a 20db gain. The
total system loss is 12db. By deducting 12db from 20db we come up
with 8db. The voltage/ times factor
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High buildings, hills.
Fig. 3
smokestacks, etc. can sometimes
become a problem and requires
selection of antennas having
high
sharp frontal lobes
front -to -back signal ratios.
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ATTENUATION

for 8db, as shown in the chart, is
2.5. Now 2.5 times l004 v is
2500µv. We shouldn't have any
trouble working 2 TV sets and a
couple of FM receivers from a system of this type.
After the distribution system is
all down on paper, we then select
the antenna and preamp (if a pre amp is necessary) to provide a 0db
(or 10001.tv) signal at the distribution amplifier input.
Of course, it is not quite as simple
as we have made it sound. If you
want to sell and install MATV systems successfully, you'll need to
spend a modest amount of time
studying, doing research and learning more about the essential details
involved in selecting proper head end components, including antennas
and distribution system components.
Some details in the area of overall planning, for example, will include a determination of the direction and the number of channels
your customer desires (or can be
received from a practical viewpoint). The best type of antenna
or antennas necessary to provide
acceptable reception on these chan46

II

RG

.75

IS MUCH

HIGHER WHEN WET.

nels must be determined. You will
have to decide if a rotator is necessary or not. All of these considerations become more critical in fringe and deep -fringe areas. And the matter of antenna mast or towers, their
location, type and height becomes
a fundamental consideration.
You may be confronted with the
problem of ghosts, if high buildings
or hills, smokestacks, etc. are located to the right or left of the reception location. You may also find
yourself faced with a co -channel
or adjacent channel interference
problem or both. And in certain
areas you may run into intermodulation distortion, caused by two fre-

quencies mixing together to produce
a third. This can happen, for example, when a very strong FM
signal on or near 100MHz mixes
with 77MHz (channel 5), causing
interference on 177MHz (channel
7).

To provide the kind of reception
the public demands today, especially on color TV, the MATV system
must be designed to equalize signal levels on VHF, UHF and also
FM stations. This is not exactly an

easy job. But it can be accomplished
by proper choice of antennas, and
the proper use of attenuators or preamplifiers prior to the distribution
system input. Here we generally find
it more economical to attentuate
the stronger signals down to the
weakest signal levels by using variif the weakest
able attenuators
station or stations provide at least
0db at the amplifier input.
You will also find it necessary
to give more careful consideration
to selecting antenna lead-in and
cable used in the distribution system. Newly designed, lower -loss
cable has come on the market in
recent times and by careful selection of lead-in and cable you can
frequently "juggle" and "trade-off'
one component for another
arriving at an overall optimized system to fit any particular situation
or need. Some cable characteristics
are shown in Chart II, but the latest
"brand -named" products available
are not included.
Forthcoming articles will go into greater detail regarding the business and technical factors briefly
outlined here.

-
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Motorola's model S1075 digital frequency
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1 (A)
Exact 5kHz deviation. (B)
Spikes caused by limiting problems. (C)
Typical voice pattern. All
as seen on Gertsch visual deviation

monitor.
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The introductory article of this
series (ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER, January 1968), gave you
a brief, general outline of the essential business and technical factors
involved in establishing and conducting a successul two-way radio
communications equipment sales
and service business. One important point mentioned was the specialized test instruments needed.
Keeping in mind the preventive maintenance concept also stressed
in that article, let's take a closer
look at some of the test instruments
needed and checking procedures
necessary to maintain FM two-way
equipment properly.

Deviation and `Netting' Checks
If you give your two-way customers the kind of service required
to keep their equipment operating
at top efficiency and, which is also
important, the kind of service which
will keep your business prospering, two important periodic equipment checks are necessary: These
are FM deviation and "netting"
checks. And, once again, specialized
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2

Receiver sensitivity/gain chart.

test instruments are needed to perform this work rapidly and accurately.

Because audio recovery at the FM
two-way receiver is directly proportional to transmitter deviation
up to the limits prescribed by
present-day business, industrial,
it is necesetc., FM systems
sary to adjust the deviation control of narrow -band FM (NBFM)
transmitters to within prescribed
limits (± 5kHz). This can be done
in a number of ways, but an accurate combination frequency / deviation meter can provide the
means for doing the job easily and
rapidly. Additionally, with the aid
of a scope, the audio output quality
of a transmitter can be easily checked (see Fig. 1A, 1B and 1C). The
scope can be either an accurately
calibrated general -usage type or it
can be a modern, solid-state type
specially designed and calibrated
for two-way work. The latter instrument is usually called a "visual
deviation monitor."
The frequency meter, whether a
single instrument or in a combinaion frequency / deviation or other
meter combination, can be obtained in either a standard dial -reading

-
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Gertsch monitor, model DM4.

Gertsch frequency/deviation meter and
signal generator, model FM9E.

type or one having a digital
readout which displays frequencies in MHz, kHz and Hz.
All instruments mentioned here
come with operators' manuals which
contain complete and detailed instructions.
It should be mentioned at this
point that the transmitter's center
frequency should be measured
prior to making deviation checks.
And, since the center frequency
tolerance of NBFM transmitters
(operating above 50MHz)
is
± 0.0005 percent, the frequency
meter must be accurate to within
half this figure, or 0.00025 percent. But the tolerances of highgrade frequency meters used in twoway work today are thoroughly
adequate for adjusting the center
frequency to within these prescribed limits. The accuracy of highgrade deviation meters is within 3
percent or better.
It should also be noted here that
many present-day two-way communications transmitters have designed -in automatic deviation limiting circuits (ADL) which clip audio
that would normally cause over modulation.
The "netting" process involves

tuning all transmitters of a base station / mobile network to the exact
frequency or frequencies to which
they are assigned. Then all receivers
of the network are tuned to the frequency or frequencies of the transmitters they expect to receive.
One good method for netting a
base/ mobile system is to first set
the base -station transmitter to its
exact assigned frequency with an
accurate frequency standard and
then tune its receiver to the exact
frequency assigned to the mobile
transmitters. The base -station transmitter and receiver are then used
as standards for adjusting both the
mobile transmitters and receivers.
Specifically, this is done as follows: When the base -station transmitter and receiver are properly
tuned, the base -station transmitter
is put on the air in a normal manner and its carrier is used to tune
each of the mobile receivers. Using
a portable test set connected to a
mobile receiver's metering socket,
each mobile receiver oscillator is
tuned in turn to discriminator zero.
In a similar manner, each mobile
transmitter is put on the air and
tuned to give a zero discriminator
reading at the base -station receiver.
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Lampkin crystal calibrator atop the 105B
frequency meter.

Lampkin type 205A
FM modulation meter.

It should also be mentioned here
that each mobile receiver and transmitter is rechecked periodically
with an accurate frequency meter
to insure on -frequency operation
and efficient transmission and reception for each unit in the network
likewise, with the transmitter and receiver at the base station.

-

Receiver Sensitivity and Noise
Two other important preventive
maintenance checks are necessary
before efficient operation of a twoway communications system can
be assured: This means checking
receivers periodically for sensitivity and ambient noise. Special
test instruments are also required
to perform this work.
As we already know, receiver
sensitivity is normally expressed in
terms of the amount of signal
strength required to produce 20db
of noise quieting. And since all highgrade receivers have a guaranteed
sensitivity specification, the idea
is to keep the receiver's sensitivity
at this level.
The curve in Fig. 2 shows how
gain varies with changes in receiver sensitivity. The figure 0.5µv is
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used as a reference point and is
plotted at the zero db level for convenience.
From the viewpoint of over-all
system performance, the receiver's
sensitivity is closely associated with
the ambient noise level.
Ambient noise is measured in
the
terms of microvolts of noise
same as received signals are measured in microvolts of strength. For
efficient communications, signals
at the receiver must be greater than
the ambient noise. Where the ambient noise level overrides the signal level, the signals will not be
readable regardless of the receiver's
sensitivity.
Note that ambient noise and signal level will vary from point to
point throughout the operating area
of a system. Thus, it becomes necessary to check ambient noise levels
at various points within the system's
operating area. Generally, noise
will be considerably lower in rural
areas than in heavily populated industrial areas.
To check receiver sensitivity,
an accurate signal generator and
good ac voltmeter, calibrated in db,
are needed. The signal generator
must have a calibrated output con-

-

trol that indicates signal strength
for each control setting. The technique requires an unmodulated signal which is injected into the receiver and increased gradually until a
drop of 20db occurs in the speaker
noise level.
For example, if the receiver's
sensitivity is specified as 1µv, then
a 1µv injected signal should reduce
receiver noise 20db. These checks
should be made periodically and
recorded in the station's log book
or service record book.
Problems of ambient noise and
receiver sensitivity will be discussed
in more detail in a forthcoming article of this series.
A number of other important
checks, requiring specialized instruments and test accessories, are
also necessary to properly maintain
various types of two-way communications equipment. These include
wattmeters to check transmitter
power output, dummy antennas,
specialized test -sets which save time
in making transmitter and receiver
checks and other specialized test instruments. Some of these instruments and their practical uses will
be mentioned in a forthcoming article of this series. at
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Heathkit Model 1M12 harmonic distortion meter.

Hewlett-Packard Model
transistor voltmeter.

403A

MOTORoq

ac

Motorola Model S1053C solid state AC
voltmeter.

TEKLAB

Part Four of a Test

Using Audio Test
Understand how distortion analyzers work

Part three of this series (ET August 1967), covered the sine/
squarewave generator, combined
with a scope, for faster and more efficient servicing.
We'll now put a typical harmonic
distortion analyzer and ac voltmeter
to work to detect distortion in mod"listening
ern audio amplifiers
tests" for distortion are not accurate
enough.
A harmonic distortion meter is
used primarily in conjunction with
an audio frequency sinewave generator to determine the distortion
characteristics of audio amplifiers
and components used in audio amplifiers.
A harmonic distortion analyzer
tells us how much distortion has
been added by an audio amplifier.
The instrument simply "subtracts"
the amplifier's original input signal from its output signal. The difference is harmonic distortion and
is generated by the amplifier.

-

Harmonics
If you listen to a 440Hz sinewave
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generated by an audio oscillator and
fed through an amplifier and speaker, you can identify the tone as "A"
if you have an
above middle "C"
ear for music. Then if you strike
"A" above middle "C" on a piano,
there should be a resemblance between the notes. You will observe
that the frequency, of pitch, of each
note is identical. But the sound
quality, or what musicians call "timbre," is quite different. Practically
all musical instruments cover the
440Hz range but each note
"sounds" different. This audio difference between musical instrument
notes arises because of the difference
in "harmonic content" of the notes
produced by each instrument.
Harmonics are classified by their
relationship to the fundamental
tone. A second harmonic has twice
the frequency of the fundamental,
a third is three times, etc.
Before we begin to use a distortion analyzer, it may prove helpful
to understand the fundamental -suppression circuit used in a typical
instrument.

-

-

The Fundamental -Suppression

Circuit
T h e fundamental - suppression
circuit described here is contained
in a Heath Model IM12 distortion
analyzer. The circuit consists of a
voltage
amplifier (1/2
triode
12AX7) driving a phase splitter
which uses a triode-connected pentode (12BY7). The phase splitter
feeds the Wien bridge null network
(shown in Fig. 1) to suppress the
fundamental test frequency. The
signal voltages that do not cancel
in the null network are directly
coupled to a triode (l
12AX7)
connected as a cathode -follower.
The Wien bridge requires two
signal voltages of opposite phase
at a 2:1 voltage ratio to produce a
null. The plate and cathode signal
voltages of the phase splitter are
opposite in phase. The voltages are
approximately 2:1 because of
plate- and cathode -load values.
The frequency determining elements of the Wien bridge are the resistance -capacity series arm and the
resistance -capacity parallel arm.
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Fig. 1
Schematic of the
Heath IM12 harmonic distortion meter shows the Wien
bridge circuit which cancels
out the fundamental frequency.
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Instrument Series

and

Alignment Instruments

your ears are not good enough for checking amplifier distortion

The resistances are equal, as are
the capacitances. Minor tolerance
variations within the precision resistors and tracking variations of
the two -gang tuning capacitor are
compensated by the BALANCE Control which varies the 2:1 voltage
ratio a small amount.
The natural response of a Wien
bridge null network is too broad for
a distortion analyzer, at twice the
null frequency (where the second
harmonic appears) the response is
still considerably attenuated. Using
negative feedback around the
bridge, from the (1/2 12AX7) cathode -follower to the input (1/2
12AX7) cathode, the bridge response is altered to a sharp notch
at the null frequency with nearly
flat response above twice the null
frequency and below half the null
frequency.
The RANGE switch selects the resistance values in the Wien bridge
frequency determining arms. The
two intermediate switch positions
open one arm and short out the oth.
er arm. This permits the 12BY7
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tube to function as a cathode -follower only and drive the 5 879 tube
grid directly. Then this section acts
as a normal amplifier having the
same gain and frequency response
but without the Wien bridge null
in the response characteristic.
In operation, the whole input
signal is fed through this section to
the voltmeter circuit. The operating
level of this section is adjusted with
the INPUT LEVEL control to give a
full scale meter reading.
When the Wien bridge is switched into the circuit and adjusted to
eliminate the fundamental, the remaining voltage is read on the
meter as distortion in percentage of
full scale.
The physical construction of the
Wien bridge, such as the "hot" tuning capacitor frame and the high
impedance above -chassis ground
level (20M on the 20-200Hz range),
tends to make the instrument subject to hum pickup. This inherent
sensitivity is substantially reduced
by the feedback loop around the
bridge. But during operation at or

near line frequency, the null network opens the feedback loop and
the hum reduction is thus ineffective.
Therefore, by shielding the tuning
capacitor, shielding the range
switch, insulating the capacitor
shaft and by using balanced filament wiring and a wired ground
circuit, the residual hum level is reduced.
Rules for Distortion Checks
There are certain rules you should
follow when making harmonic distortion checks: You do not need a
dummy load when checking the Hi-

Fi preamp. You can feed its output
directly into the distortion meter. A
power amplifier must have a correct "dummy" load across its output
to get a reading of any significance.
A resistor rated at least twice the
amplifier's maximum output power
will be needed.
It is a good idea to check the
audio signal generator for distortion
the generator can be checked by
feeding its output directly into the
distortion analyzer.

-
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typical setup of test instruments and amplifier for harmonic distortion measure-

Fig.

2

ments.

The distortion meter reads everything coming through the amplifier
except the fundamental frequency
which is nulled out by the Wien
bridge and may interpret hum as
harmonic distortion. It is a good
idea to check the amplifier's noise
level against manufacturer's specs
before checking an amplifier.
Distortion will build up gradually
as the output power of an amplifier
up to a point where
is increased
the waveform clips and you will
notice a sudden increase in distortion to the 5 or 10 percent range
or more. So when clipping appears
at the tops and bottoms of the sine percent
waves, you are at about
distortion. Now let's take a look at
our ac voltmeter.

the job very nicely with its input
impedance of about 11M or more.
When using the ac voltmeter for
audio equipment, we will be reading the db / scale in a number of applications. Most of us know what
db (decibel) means but some are not
too sure. In the beginning db was
a means of expressing the relationship between human hearing and
audio strength. Since the human
ear does not respond to audio in
direct proportion to its strength, a
unit of measurement corresponding
to the ear's volume nonlinearity
was adopted called the bel, and is
used most frequently in one -tenth
units
or deci-bel. The human ear
responds to a logarithmic increase
or decrease rather than in a linear
manner and this is what db express-

The AC Voltmeter
The ac voltmeter, when used
properly, can be a valuable test instrument in servicing audio equipment. The instrument can be used
for a variety of purposes, including

es.

-

1

response
frequency
amplifier
checks, signal tracing, power level
measurements, gain measurements,
applications
amplifier -balancing
and general audio voltage measurements.
We use this instrument because
of its high input impedance. In
simple terms, it doesn't load the circuit being checked. If we use an
ordinary voltmeter on an AVC circuit, we would use a low scale of
about 2 or 3v. A 1 k ohms/ volt meter on this low scale, may have a total resistance of only 2 or 3K
enough to short circuit the signal.
Using an ac voltmeter we would do

-
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The difference in output capabilities of a 50w and a 25w amplifier is only 3db louder, not "twice
as loud" as some may think.

DB

-

,'

DIVISION
IN

POWER

i

",`1

FIRST READING

lip

(+1)

Reading the ac VTVM db scale.

then the reading on each range must
be algebraically added to the figure
shown on the selected range switch
position. This permits a db reading
from one range switch position to
another.
If in the aforementioned example
the first reading of " + 1" is taken
with the RANGE switch in the "10db"
position and for the second reading
of " 5", it is necessary to switch
to the "0 db" position. Then the
power level variation in db is determined as follows:
First reading (+ 1) + (+ 10) =

-

+11
Second reading

-5

(- 5)

+ (0) =

From + 11 to -5 indicates a
db power level variation.

- 16-

Measuring Amplifier Frequency
Response
The ac VTVM referred to in the
Eico Model 261 ac volt/watt meter.

Reading the Decibel Scale
When making a frequency response check on an amplifier at the
reference frequency, the output level
of the amplifier causes the meter to
indicate " + 1" on the db scale (as
shown in Fig. 2). The frequency
of the amplifier's input signal is
then varied, resulting in a second
reading of " -5" on the scale. Since
the meter pointer has deflected 6db
in a negative direction (from + I to
-5), the power level variation
would be expressed as 6db.
If it becomes necessary to set the
RANGE switch to another range
while making db measurements,

-
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Fig. 3
Test setup for frequency response measurements.

Fig. 4-Making voltage gain measure
ments in an audio amplifier.

Fig. 5
Test points in an audio amplifier circuit.

setup (Fig. 3) is an RCA type
WV76A.
An
audio -frequency
generator is also needed to supply the input signal.
Three response checks at different power levels are recommended to obtain an accurate picture of
response. The amplifiers should be
checked at a low audible level, a
moderate listening level and at the
maximum power level.
1.
Connect the equipment (as
shown in Fig. 3). The ac VTVM
should be connected to the input
of the amplifier each time the input
frequency is changed. If necessary,
adjust the output control of the audio generator to provide a constant
input amplitude for all frequencies.
The resistive load connected
across the amplifier should be a
noninductive type and capable of
dissipating the total power output
of the amplifier.

The Scope (shown in Fig. 3) is
not necessary for the frequency response check but it may reveal distortion in the output waveform.
2. Set the FUNCTION switch
of the ac VTVM to METER and the
slide switch on the probe to DIRECT. Set the RANGE switch to a position which will include the expected value of the voltage to be measured.
3. Set the amplifier VOLUME
control to the position which provides the output level at which the
check is to be made. If the amplifier has TONE controls, set them to
the FLAT position so they have a
minimum. effect on the amplifier

8. Repeat steps 3 through 7
for each power output level at which
the frequency response check is
to be made.

RCA Model WV76A ac VTVM.

frequency.

4. Adjust the generator to the
desired reference frequency. The
usual reference frequency is kHz.
5. Adjust the generator output
control so the ac VTVM pointer
indicates the desired reference level.
Check the voltage at the input of
the amplifier. It is important that
the input signal voltage does not
vary as the frequency is changed in
the following steps. If it does, reset
the generator's OUTPUT control so
the original input signal voltage is
maintained.
6. Tune the audio generator to
the lowest frequency to be measured. Record the db meter reading
(number of db above or below the
reference power level).
7. Tune the generator up to the
next frequency to be measured. Below 200Hz, take a reading every
IO or 20Hz. The interval can be
increased to kHz when the readings begin to level off.
1

1
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Gain Measurements
Voltage gain measurements of
amplifier stages can be made by
measuring the input and output
voltages of the stage and dividing
the input voltage into the output
voltage. The quotient is the gain
figure.
With

a conventional amplifier
arrangement as shown in Fig. 4,
the input voltage is measured from
point "A" to ground. The gain of
the tube is determined by measuring the voltage from point "B" to
ground and dividing this reading
by the input voltage. The entire
stage gain must include whatever
loss results in the coupling circuit.
Consequently, the output voltage
must be measured at the grid of
the next stage, point "C," to get
proper voltage gain measurement.

AC-Balancing Adjustments
The dynamic balance of pushpull amplifier circuits can be checked by setting up the ac VTVM for
voltage measurements and checking the signal levels at various points
throughout the amplifier. A typical
amplifier circuit which uses a pushpull driver and push-pull output
stage is shown in Fig. 5. If the circuit is properly balanced, the signals as measured from point 'C"
and point "D" to ground should be
equal. Similar balance checks can
be made from points "A," "B,"
"E" and "F."
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The Ninteenth Article in a Continuing Series

Semiconductors from
Knowing basic photofet and light -emitting diode principles

The previous article described the operation of
front -wall and back -wall photovoltaic cells (solar cells),
photoconductors (photoresistors) and phototransistors.
There are still two other photosensitive semiconductors that electronic technicians must prepare to encounter
the photofet and photomos.

-

Photofet Transistors
The basic structure of a junction field-effect transistor (FET) was illustrated in Fig. 1 of the December
1966 article. Virtually no electrons can flow from the
channel (P -type material) to the gate (N -type material)
in this transistor when the N -type material is at a more
positive potential than the P -type material. Under
these conditions, the junction of P- and N -type material
acts like the junction of a reverse -biased diode and resists current flow. The greater the reverse bias, the
greater the junction's effective size and the smaller
the remaining area in the P -type material for source -to drain channel current. The reverse -biased junction has
reduced the source -to -drain current.
The photofet (Fig. 1) operates on a similar principle. A thin slice of P -type silicon material (the substrate that will act as the gate) is secured to a metal
surface. A film of N -type material is deposited on
the substrate. This film functions as the photofet channel, and source and drain leads are secured to it.
When the substrate of P -type material is made more
negative than the film pf N -type material, the junction
separating these two types of material is reverse biased
and resists the flow of electrons. The greater the applied
reverse bias, the greater the effective size of the junction, and the thinner the conductive portion of the film
between source and drain. The reverse biased junction
has reduced the source -to -drain current.
When exposed to light, the photofet's junction of P and N -type material functions like the photodiode junction described with Fig. 9 in last month's article. When
light strikes the photofet junction, electrons in the P type material pass through the reverse biased junction
into the N -type material. Light has the effect of reducing the reverse bias junction resistance, increasing
the source -to -drain current.
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A basic photofet circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The gate
biasing voltage (VGG) is adjusted so that the drain -to source current (ID) is reduced to nearly zero when the
photofet is not exposed to light.
When exposed to light, the photofet's gate current
increases in proportion to the intensity of the incident
light. This additional current is labeled X iG. The resulting change in the voltage drop across the gate resistor (RG) can be determined by the equation A VG =
a iGRG. Since the potential of the voltage source (Vcc)
remains virtually constant, the change in the gate-to source voltage is equal to the change in the voltage drop
across the gate resistor.
The greater the intensity of the incident light, the
greater the resulting voltage drop across the gate resistor, the smaller the gate-to -source voltage (gate reverse
bias) and the greater the resulting drain -to -source current. The smaller the intensity of the incident light,
the greater the resulting drain -to -source current (ID).
Changes in the intensity of the incident light result in
corresponding changes in the gate -to -source current,
the drain -to-source current and the resulting voltage
drop across the load resistor (RL).
Neglecting limitations resulting from noise factors,
the greater the value of a photofet's gate estors (RG),
the greater the photofet's sensitivity. ThA December
1966 article explained that FETs are high -impedance
devices because of their very small drain current. Measurements indicate that for one photofet the drain current (li)) varied from 20na (20 x l0 -ya) per loot candle
when this resistance (RG) is zero to 20ma (20 x 10-3a)
per foot candle when this resistance (RG) is 500M. Increasing the gate resistance 500M increased the sensitivity 106 times.
Photofets have a greater light sensitivity than any
of the photosensitive semiconductors described last
month. Their frequency response, although high, is not
quite as high as some photodiodes. Their noise level,
however, is generally better than that of a diode and
transistor or diode and FET combination. They reportedly are at least ten times as sensitive as a phototransistor with four times the gain bandwidth product.
In TEKLAB tests we obtained an adequate frequency re -
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AtoZ
will prepare you to understand new test instruments and consumer products

sponse from a modulated light source undetected by
the phototransistors checked.
Photomos Transistors
Photomos transistors (photosensitive MOS transistors) are still in the experimental stage. At last report,
experimental models failed to have a desirable lownoise factor or sufficient stability. Future photomos
transistors will probably resemble the MOS transistors illustrated in Fig.
and 5 of the January 1967
article. The insulation and gate electrode could be made
transparent to permit the impact of incident light on
the semiconductor material beneath their surface. This
would change the effective channel thickness and resulting resistance between source and drain.
1

Light -Emitting Diodes
There are two basic methods of generating visible
light: incandescence and luminescence. Incandescent
light is generally produced by electrically heating tungsten lamp filaments or other material to a high temperature. The higher the temperature, the greater the light
output.

"

7

LAYER
LAYER

-

Light strikthe photofet's
epitaxial junction reduces the semiconductor's
source -to drain resistance. (Fig.
11 on page 61 of the
July 1967 issue identifies a colored photograph of this component.;
Fig.
ing

DRAIN

Luminescence is light radiation that results from exciting atoms with an external source of energy. When
atoms in a gas are excited by an electrical discharge,
the gas appears to glow (luminesce). The fluorescent
coatings on the face of a CRT glow as a result of electrons striking it. Atoms in fluorescent coatings, used in
fluorescent lamps, are excited when absorbing ultraviolet light produced by an electrical discharge through
mercury vapor. Most of the energy the excited coating
releases when returning to normal is in the form of visible light.
At normal temperatures all atoms contain electrons.
When energy is applied to an atom from an outside
source (such as electrons bombarding the fluorescent
surface of a CRT), some of these electrons absorb the
energy and are excited into a "higher energy level."
As the electrons return to normal, they release the energy that they have absorbed. This energy may be released in the form of ultraviolet light, visible light,
heat (infrared), microwaves, lower -frequency forms of
radiation or a combination of these forms. The only requirement is that the energy released must equal the
energy absorbed. The higher the frequency emitted,

1

T
Fig.

GATE
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VGG

+

VDD
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-

2
The photofet gate is reverse biased for
minimum drain -to -source current when not exposed
to light.
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the greater the energy released. The stronger the signal
emitted, the greater the number of atoms releasing
energy.
The form of energy released by an excited atom (ultraviolet light, visible light, etc.) depends on the type of
atom excited (boron, gallium, indium), its temperature
and the way electrons in one atom are bonded to those
in another atom. Tests have shown that the electron
stresses in some diode junctions are such that the diode
will emit visible or infrared light when their atoms are
exposed to an electrical current. (In this manner some
diodes also emit microwaves, but applications of those
diodes will not be described this month.)
In some of the more efficient diodes the radiant energy produced is greater than the applied electrical
energy. The atoms absorb both thermal and electrical
energy as they are excited, emitting radiation when returning to their more stable energy level. Bismuth telluride (BiTe) semiconductors are currently on the
market for refrigeration purposes. At 80°F the junctions
in one battery of 32 thermocouple diodes are reportedly cooled to 25°F by 12.5a of current at 3.4v applied
potential. Specifications for that cooling system indicate
that it can remove 35Btu of heat each hour.
Most light -emitting diodes now on the market are
made of gallium -arsenide (GaAs) semiconductors. The
semiconductor chip in one such diode measures 50mil

CATHODE

by 50mil by 3mil (1 mil = 10-3in.) and consists of N type material, chemically treated so that the bottom surface is changed to P -type material. A metal electrode is
connected to the bottom P -type material and strands of
wire are connected to the top surface. When the diode
is forward biased, light must pass around the strands
of wire at the top surface.
A more convenient light -emitting diode design is
shown in Fig. 3. There only the central portion of the
bottom surface is changed to P -type material. Both
P- and N -type material are present in the bottom surface where the electrodes can be attached without obscuring the light produced.
A large portion of the light generated at the diode
junction is lost by internal reflection (Fig. 3). Gallium
arsenide has an index of refraction 3.6 times that of air.
This means that when light strikes the top surface of
the semiconductor material at an angle that is greater
than 16deg from the normal (the normal is an imaginary line perpendicular to the crystal's surface), the
light is internally reflected. The reflected light is absorbed by the crystal and lost.
By shaping the top surface into a hemisphere, the
amount of reflected light is reduced (Fig. 4) and the
diode becomes 10 times as efficient as before with the
flat top surface (Fig. 3). The standard diameter for
these hemispherical crystals ranges between 36 and 72 -

ANODE

CATHODE

-

Fig. 3
By forming both P- and N -type material
at the bottom surface, electrodes can be attached without obscuring the light produced.
Light striking the top semiconductor surface
at an angle that is greater than 16deg from the
normal is internally reflected and lost.
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ANODE

-

The light -emitting diode becomes 10
Fig. 4
times as efficient when the top surface is shaped
into a hemisphere to reduce internal reflections
at the top surface.
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mil with junctions between 10 and 20mí1. Although the
cathode is shown as two connected leads, the semiconductor's hemispherical shape permits the use of a metal
ring around the hemisphere's perimeter as an electrode
connected to a single cathode lead. A light -emitting
diode made with a hemispherical semiconductor is
shown in Fig. 5.
Despite the fact that some diodes consume heat when
radiating energy, the presence of heat can temporarily
or even permanently reduce the number of atoms having
the required electron stresses for producing light. Heat
can reduce the efficiency of a light -emitting diode. The
graph in Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the case
temperature of a typical light -emitting diode (like the
one shown in Fig. 5) and the relative intensity of the
light it produces, when the bias current is kept constant.
This graph indicates that when the diode is operating at
120°F, the light it produces is only 80 percent as intense as the light it produces at 75°F. If it were practical to cool the diode to about 70'F, the light produced would be twice as intense as that produced at 75°F.
The applied forward bias voltage is, of course, a
major factor for determining the relative intensity of
the light produced. A typical relationship between bias
voltage, relative light intensity and diode current at
77°F is indicated by the graph in Fig. 7. This graph indicates that when the forward bias is 1.7v, the light-

-

emitting diode conducts 760ma. When the forward bias
is 1.5v, the diode conducts 400ma and the light produced is half as intense as that produced with a 1.7v
bias. When the forward bias is 1.4v, the diode conducts
220ma and the light produced has only a fourth of the
intensity of that produced with a 1.7v bias.
Readings from this curve (Fig. 7) indicate a relatively
large current change for a small voltage change. In
many cases a 0.25v increase in bias potential, above
some low -intensity light-producing voltage, will result
in a current increase exceeding the diode's maximum
current rating. A slight change in diode junction resistance, as a result of temperature changes, may also
result in a damaging current even if the bias voltage did
not increase. For this reason, light -emitting diode circuits must be designed for current stability to protect
the diode.
The frequency response of light-emitting diodes is
very high. In one test a large number of voice channels
and a single TV signal with 1MHz bandwidth, were
transmitted several miles with light emitted from a gallium arsenide diode.
Lenses and fiber optics can be used in conjunction
with photosensitive and photoemissive semiconductors
in new electronic test instruments and consumer products. The next article will tell how these optics are used
with semiconductors.
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This light-emitting diode contains a hemispherically shaped gallium -arsenide semiconductor. Courtesy of Texas Instruments.
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ADVERTISING / MERCHANDISING / SALES

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

AS IF'
YEARS OF
Proper location essential to

Every service -dealer wants to make his business a success. That statement is true of
any businessman. Here's a short article about a man who made a successful business
starting as a one-man repair shop. It isn't a do-it-yourself kit for self-made millionaires, but
it might give you a few ideas on how to get started.

Mel Cohen, owner of Mel's TV
and Audio, Duluth, Minn., opened
the door of his first shop 21 years
ago. He knew where he wanted to
go (if you're taking notes, that's step
number one), and set himself immediate, reachable goals. Mel
Cohen started business in 1946 as
a one-man service shop repairing
radios and phonographs, and grossed $8000 a year. Now his goals have
paid off with a large new building in an ideal location, 30 competent employees and an annual
gross business of close to a million
dollars! Sound easy?
"But," Mel Cohen admits, "we
didn't do it all overnight. Our new
9000 sq ft building, in one of the
best locations in town, has been
achieved only after years of planning, and made possible by the reputation we have been able to build
and maintain. We have been able to
give people what they want, what
they need and what they expect
quality merchandise and excellent
service." The building has two
floors, both at street level, because
the building is on the side of a hill.
The main floor faces on Superior
St. The lower level service and warehouse area faces on Jefferson St. in
the rear.
Mr. Cohen changed the name
of the company from Mel's TV to

-
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Mel's TV and Audio upon moving
into their new facility because they
now sell and service a larger portion of the audio field and specialize
in commercial audio system installations. The new location of Mel's
TV and Audio is the sixth and largest since its birth. Each location
has provided better customer service and increased sales. Mr. Cohen
concedes that, along with the addition of new facilities, his employees
have played a major role in the
success of his business
and their
efforts are rewarded. He has initiated a company retirement plan keyed to each individual's salary.
"We put this retirement plan into effect," says Mr. Cohen, "to keep
the capable employees we have, and
to give those who stay with us until
retirement something worthwhile to
look forward to."
Mel Cohen admits that stable,
experienced employees are hard to
find, but they are essential to every
good business. And he makes it
a point to see that they are happy
and stay on the job by treating them
fairly. As he points out, "I enjoy
my work and we do a good business,
but I also know I couldn't have
done it alone."

-

Honesty the Rule
"Honesty is the rule rather than

the exception when dealing with a
customer," smiles Richard Moe,
sales manager of Mel's TV and Audio. People like to come to our store
because we give them honest answers to their questions. And they
know that we guarantee service and
satisfaction for what we sell."
About 50 percent of the business
at Mel's TV and Audio comes from
customers who bring in their friends,
and from customers who have been
happy with past service. The new
store, which has seven large, pleasant, well -decorated showrooms on
the first floor, provides the customer with a relaxing, unhurried atmostphere. Each of the showrooms
is arranged so that the customer
can get a good look at the merchandise, and also see or hear it in operation. There are seven sales people
on the showroom floor, including
the office girls, to provide prompt,
efficient service. The salespeople
do not try to sell something they
can't give accurate information on.
Any customer who comes in desiring technical information on a
specific item such as a color TV
or tape recorder is directed to a
salesman who understands the
product and can give honest, concise answers.
"We do not use 'high pressure'
sales techniques here," asserts Dick

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

CONTINUOUS GROWTH
customer sales and service business

Moe. "We don't have to. We offer
quality products and back every
sale with a good healthy service
policy
and our customers know
it!"

-

Reputation Pays Off
Mel's TV and Audio has been in
business for 21 years and has
built a reputable business based on
its ability to satisfy. Reputation
alone counts for about half of the
business; the other half comes from
local advertising. About 3 percent
of the store's annual gross income is
spent in newspaper advertising,
with a small portion going toward
seasonal advertising on TV. Almost
all of the advertising is done on a
co-op plan with the various manufacturers. To back this up, Mel's
stocks approximately $200,000 in
TV, stereo, phonographs and component parts to provide immediate
delivery to the customer. Some of
this inventory is in the store's showrooms and basement warehouse,
some in a nearby warehouse.
Location, too, is a big factor in
any business. The new store's location is ideally suited to convenient
customer shopping. It is situated on
a main street with ample parking,
adjacent to a thriving shopping
center. The front is well lighted
and impressively displayed to entice even the most discriminate buyer. All of these factors have brought
Mel's to the position it now enjoys,
but as Mr. Cohen indicates, "Yes,
we have a good business. We have
it because we work at satisfying our
customers, and that kind of a reputation is our best advertisment."
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Customer sales counter and front store display area.

Salesman demonstrates color TV set in one of the
TV showrooms.

Customer service counter at entrance to service department.
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Technician repairs stereo equipment
"service rooms."

Individual `Service Rooms'
The service department, managed by Mr. William (Bill) Trudeau, is
located below the main floor and
takes up about half of the 4500 sq
ft of basement area. At the entrance
to the service area is the service
counter where a smiling young lady
courteously writes up orders from
customers bringing in merchandise
for repair. At the same time she
handles the more than 80 telephone
service calls received each day. To
the left and down the side of the
service area are four individual
"service rooms," each manned by
a technician who specializes in certain equipment. The largest of
these rooms accommodates two men
who specialize in color TV service.
The rooms are divided by concrete block walls with glass fronts
and a door. "They are all nearly
soundproof," explains Bill Trudeau.
"One of the TV repair rooms is also
lined with copper screen to prevent
RF interference from adjoining
rooms. Even the ac power line is
filtered before it reaches the service rooms to reduce any interference which might be on the line.
We have about $10,000 invested in
shop equipment and our four trucks
have an additional $3000 in equipment. Because of the amount of
service work we do, we stock approximately 15,000 kinds of tubes
and 200 antennas from 3ft masts to
100ft towers."
Our ET / D reporter asked Mr.
Trudeau what advantage individual
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in

one

of the four

Checking voltages on color TV set with test instruments
mounted on special moveable carts built by technicians.

service rooms had over the normal
bench setup. "Our efficiency just
about doubled," he claimed, "because we no longer have four or
five men interfering with each other as far as noise goes. It's difficult
for a man to be aligning a TV set
next to another man checking a
stereo. Eliminating this interference did wonders for our service
efficiency.
"With all the fields of experience
our men command," states Mr. Trudeau, "we can generally handle almost any problem we encounter."
Mr. Trudeau has been with Mel's
for eight years, and schedules all
of the service and installation work
for the shop. His department consists of 12 full-time technicians,
two part-time technicians, an office
girl, parts man, two delivery men
and seven trucks. Five of the technicians work in the shop service
room, while four of the men work
from trucks specially equipped for
home service calls. Two men on
one truck handle TV antenna installation. That leaves two men
and one larger truck for deliveries.
ET /D asked Mr. Trudeau if
there was usually enough work to
keep all the people in his department busy. He smiled and said,
"Well, we receive an average of 80
service calls a day and normally we
can accommodate half of these.
Somehow we manage to keep up
with it. As for our TV service work,
much of that is done on a contract
basis, and it's great for the cus-

-

and for us. It does several
tomer
things, but mainly it lets us provide
better service for the customer
better service because we are the
only ones who work on the set and
therefore we know what has been
done to it. We keep it in top shape.
The customer with a service contract will call us when something
starts to go wrong, so we generally
get to repair it before it gets too far
gone. Also, the customer doesn't
have to worry about repair costs.
This is what makes him call us
when trouble first starts. Then, too,
since there is no bill at the end of
a repair job, it makes it easy for
the technician, in the case of an older set, to make a low-pressure pitch
on a new set.
"When we sell a new TV set,
the customer automatically gets a
guarantee on the labor for 90 days.
The customer then has the option
of purchasing a one- or two-year
service contract at the end of the
first 90 days. Usually, we sell a
year's contract with a new color
set. Our office girl mails out expiration notices to the customer
and follows up with a phone call to
let the customer know that his contract is due to expire." As Mr. Trudau puts it, "We do a lot of service
contract work because it benefits
the customer by providing him
with prompt, painless, efficient
service. We can do this because we
know what the set requires and we
much
keep a record of its ills
like a doctor with his patients."

-

-
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ADVERTISING

MERCHANDISING

SALES /BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

THE SMALL BUSINESS ENTREPRENEUR

STILL LIVES

-

There's always room for small, innovating business pioneers
even
in a world of ever -fattening corporate giants

Mergers in various areas of the electronics field are
taking place at a constantly accelerating rate. More corporations get fatter while more little ones disappear.
But small businesses continue to spring up like mushrooms in shady woods.
Look at Keith Anderson Co., for example, which is
located in a former church building next to an almost
abandoned highway near the nubin-sized town of Black
Hawk, S. D.
An unusual factory is housed in this unlikely structure: Anderson Co. manufactures TV translator equipment that brings TV programs to remote and isolated
communities.
Anderson's factory is small, about 50 x 25ft. His
production force consists of two technicians. His product is small too
a metal box filled with electronic
components measures only about 15 x 6 x 9in.
Despite the small factory size, however, the firm
claims more solid-state translators in service around
the world than all other U. S. brands combined.
Most of Anderson's translators are coupled with
thermoelectric generators to provide optimum trouble free service. The translator units are fully solid-state
and carry a five-year warranty
and Anderson states
that each component used has a life expectancy of more
than 10 years.

-

Keith Anderson checks out one of his translators.
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Improved Translators
Anderson's TV translator installation at Escalante,
Utah, is an example of how a TV booster system can be
improved. Originally, the firm installed three tube -type
translators at Escalante 10 years ago. They brought
in signals from Salt Lake City stations and an educational channel. These stations were rebroadcast over a
200 square -mile area. But problems developed.
Occasionally, tubes had to be replaced in the translators. Much more aggravating was power -source failDiesel engine kept breaking down. And mainure
tenance technicians had to make the trek up the 10,000ft
mountain on snowshoes to refuel and repair the Diesel.
But in 1964 a trouble -free system was installed
which is still operating. This was Anderson's solid-state
translator, coupled with a thermoelectric generator supplied by the 3M Co. This generator requires only a
small amount of fuel and attention. Maintenance now
involves a trip up the mountain only once a year to deliver a small amount of propane gas.
Mr. Anderson has more than 200 translators operating and says, "we know from 15 years' experience
that most breakdowns result from power failure."
This can occur, he explains, even when the translator
stations are located near established electric lines.
Storms, sleet, wind and lightning can rip down lines
creating ever-present hazards. Mr. Anderand poles
son is proud of the exclusive circuit he has designed to
prevent lightning damage to the equipment.

-a

-

The Idea and Its Growth

Mr. Anderson's interest in electronics goes back
more than 15 years. He first began experimenting with
TV while attending the State University of South Dakota at Brookings. He broadened his knowledge in
both theory and practice while attending California
Polytech. He was selling his tube -type translators
abroad, shortly after graduation, while waiting for FCC
approval to use them in the United States. Similarly, his
solid-state versions were being installed with foreign
government approval for several years before the FCC
approved installations in the United States.
Haiti received the first of his solid-state translators
and then several were installed in Australia. The Australian government was helpful by checking the equipment and subsequently supplying valuable suggestions
for improvement.
Other Anderson translators are operating in Canada,
Mexico, Brazil, the Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico.
"We put the first unit in Alaska at the time it was
becoming a state," Mr. Anderson recalls. His equipment
now operates in 35 of the 50 states. National Parks also
are good customers. Translators have been installed at
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Yellowstone, Yosemite, Bryce Canyon and Glacier
national parks.
Mr. Anderson speculates that the market for translator service is only about 10 percent saturated. Only
two other companies are manufacturing this equipment.
"We will keep our production limited so we can
maintain the highest quality and assure our customers
each unit specifically deof custom built translators
signed and constructed for a particular locality and use,"
he explains.

-

Equipment Package and Cost
The entire package which enables a community or
an area to receive TV programs (or to improve reception quality) is relatively simple. It includes one receiving antenna, another for transmitting, a translator
and the power source.
Methods of financing translator systems are varied.
Mr. Anderson explains that some areas have set up tax
districts with a fee on each TV set in the district.
Some voluntary clubs have been formed with regular
dues to pay for the installation and maintenance. Some
private individuals have interested their neighbors in
translator projects for their mutual enjoyment and thus
the initial cost is contributed. Subsequent requests for
maintenance costs are met in the same casual manner.
Prices for installation vary considerably, depending
on location. The cost of an Anderson translator model
T99, a basic 1-w unit, is $1000. Cost of the antennas
range from $100 to more than $500 each. The power
source can be a thermoelectric generator, batteries or a
conventional AC power source.
"The smallest 3M thermoelectric generator, model
505, is entirely adequate for our model T99 translator,"
Mr. Anderson says.
But Mr. Anderson builds more powerful translators. He also adds amplifiers where necessary to meet
extremely adverse situations. His efforts are not limited to TV boosting for the shadow ateas, however. Essentially the same units can be adapted to bring better
FM radio reception to the hinterlands.
"The tremendous interest in FM/ stereo should
once
bring a demand for translators in future years
the stereo fans are alerted to the possibilities," Mr. Anderson says.
Anderson's business has grown by word of mouth,
he points out. "We've been too darn busy to even put
a sign on the building," Mr. Anderson smiles.
When he does get that sign erected, it will simply say,
"Keith Anderson Co.," which is the name used on his
products marketed in this country. Another name,
Western Telonics, is used on his units produced for installation in foreign countries.

-
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Technician, James Kinney, performs work at the
plant's small metal stamping machine.

A general view of Anderson's assembly line.

A 90ft tower carries a 10ft

dia
parabolic
antenna
which is used at Escalante,
Utah, to bring in educational TV programs. The
mast is constructed from
two trees.
Several TV
translators are attached
near the tower.

Robert Hutches, Anderson technician, soldering base
plate of model T99 translator.

An Anderson TV translator, model T99. All
photos here courtesy the 3M Co.
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on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

For additional information

704
General -Purpose Timer
Announced is an electro -mechanical
timer designed to handle up to 185w
loads. The timer reportedly turns

700
CB Base Station Console
A console has been designed for
transforming small solid-state CB
transceivers into base stations. The
console will reportedly hold both a
CB transceiver and a selective call

amplifier has an 8 f load impedance,
500K typical input impedance, 0.5v
typical input sensitivity, Í0w power
output at kHz and 8 Sl , 35ma idle
current, 560ma maximum current at
10w and 30Hz to 40 kHz frequency
3db with 8 SZ load and
response at
1w output. The tone controls reportedly have the following range: Treble;
14db at 10kHz. Bass:
+ 3db to
+ 10db to 10db at 100 Hz. Ampe1

system. Specifications indicate that
it contains a sloping panel cabinet,
panel mounted ac and dc fuses, control switches, power supply, speaker,
electric clock, microphone jack and

microphone. Price without transceiver or selective call, $89. Polytronics.

701
Color TV Set
Announced is a color TV set with
Spanish -styled cabinet that is reportedly at the top of the manufacturer's

console color TV line. Specifications
indicate that the set has a 48 3 / 16 -in.
pecan veneer cabinet with casters,
295 sq in. of viewing area and two 6in. oval speakers. A remote control
is designed to perform on / off, volume,
channel select, mute, brightness and
tint -control functions. Price $925.
Philco-Ford.

-

rex.

-

703
Home Music System
An FM / phonograph stereo music
system with tape "cassette" recorder/
playback cartridge is announced. It
is designed to permit stereo and
monophonic recording on tape cassettes from phonograph records, FM
radio or external sources. The cassette
push-button operation reportedly in -

a 25vdc regulated power supply the
64

Business -Band Transceiver 705
A solid-state business -band 2-way
radio has been designed to provide 5w
of power input. The transceiver reportedly features an illuminated
channel selector, transmit indicator,
auxiliary speaker jack, single -knob
tuning, modulation indicator, zenerdiode protection and 100% modula-

dudes automatic lifting and ejecting of
the cartridge. Specifications indicate
that the system has 30w IHF output
power with an 8 S2 load, less than %
harmonic distortion, better than 5 µ s
squarewave rise time 2.9v usable
FM sensitivity, better than 40db image
rejection and 30db multiplex separation. The speaker systems are reportedly air-loaded, containing an 8-in. woofer and a 3 -in. tweeter. List price $479.
Harman-Kardon.
1

Stereo Amplifier Assembly 702
Announced is a stereo amplifier
designed as a printed circuit assembly
which includes volume, balance,
bass and treble controls. Specifications
indicate that when operating with

lights and appliances on or off at preset times. Specifications indicate that
the on interval can be made to vary
from 15min to 23hr 45min. The timer
is enclosed in a 5 x 4 x 21 in. case
with a 6ft line cord. Price $8.77.
Allied.

tion. Specifications indicate that it
measures 53/4 x 61/4 x 17/sin. and
weighs 3' lb. Courier.
706
Converter
Announced is a converter that can
reportedly be plugged into a standard
auto radio antenna input, permitting
reception on the 150 to 164MHz
RF
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EICO Makes It Possible

You get 100% professional test equipment quality-and economy. EICO's uncompromising
engineering -for -value makes it possible. Twenty-three years ago we started EICO to deliver
"Laboratory Precision at Lowest Cost." Today, three million customers like us for it.
Compare EICO products with anybody's at your local dealer. You'll see for yourself how you save

up to 50% with EICO kits and wired

equipment-and enjoy electronic excellence too!

NEW E/CO 235
PROFESSIONAL VTVM
Feature-packed 6" professional VTVM brings you
more in functional styling, convenience, and
dependable performance for exacting measurements
in solid state circuitry.

1/2 -volt Full -Scale DC
Transistor Servicing Range.
Accurate measurements
down to 0.01 volts.
Deluxe fulil-view 6" 200
microamp meter movement.
Unique ease & speed by
exclusive color coding of switches
with meter scales.
Dual purpose EICO exclusive
AC/DC Uni -Probe.®
Signal isolation floating ground.

0-0.5-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500 (to
30,000 volts with optional high voltage probe). 7 AC
Peak -to -Peak Ranges: 0-4-14-42-140-1400-4200. 7 AC
R MS Ranges: 0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500. 7 Resistance
Ranges Covering: 0.29 to 1000M9. Frequency
Response: 3 cps to 3Mc ±1db (up to 250Mc with
optional PRF probe). Input Resistance: DC 11M52; AC 1M
shunted by 60mmf. 1% precision multiplier resistors.
3% accuracy on AC and DC scales.
8 DC Ranges:

Kit

49 95
Wired $69.95

Terrific time-saver! Only
performs all functions

1

-a

probe
half -turn

of probe-tip selects DC or AC -OHMS!

rnv varnr"

-9'91911
30,000
Ohms/Volts
Model 30A4
$19.95

PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE MULTIMETERS
by EICO.
The industry's greatest V-O -M values. Designed &
manufactured to Eica's high standards of
professionalism. Each complete with batteries & test leads.
Backed 100% by lam pus EICO warranty.
100,000 Ohms/Volt Model
100A4, $34.95

30,000
Ohms/Volts
Model 30A3
$15.95

optional carrying case $5 95
The best buy in a bench -size

multimeter. With AC sensitivity
12,500n/V, combines
minimal circuit loading Kith
wide-ranging functional utility
Double -jewelled ±2%

20,000
Ohms/Volts

D'Arsonval meter movement;

full -view 4 -inch mirronba

4,000
Ohms/

Model 20A3

$12.95

k

000

Ohms/Volts

Model 4A3,

Model 1A1,

$5.95

$9.95

two-color scale eliminates
reading parallax; matched pair
of silicon diodes prevents
accidental overload of meter
movement. High-impact,
intiom-r jded c
nst

ATTENTION
EICO TUBE TESTER
OWNERS:
NEW TUBE DATA
AND SUBSCRIPTION
PLAN NOW
AVAILABLE FOR
ALL MODELS.
Write To: EICO
Tube Data Division,
1744 Rockaway Ave.,
Hewlett, N.Y. 11557

New Model 567 VOM Kit $34.95
Wired $44.95
20,000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity
0.25 volt full-scale range

Model 232 Peak -to-Peak VTVM. A must
for color or B&W TV and industrial
use. 7 non -skip ranges on all 4
functions. With exclusive Uni -Probe.®
$29.95 kit, $49.95 wired.

Silicon diode meter protection circuit

DCV: 0-0.25, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000,
5000V. ACV: 0-2.5, 10, 50, 250,
1000, 5000V. DCI: 0-50 uA, 1 mA,
10 mA, 100 mA, 500 mA, 10 amps. -12
to +55 db in 5 ranges. RES: 0-2KO,

200K0, 2M0

EICO

laboratory precision at lowest cost.
r

FREE
Model 460 Wideband
Direct -Coupled 5"
Oscilloscope.
DC-4.5mc for color
-9 and B&W TV service
and lab use. Push-pull
DC vertical amp.,
bal. or unbal. input.
d> `w0
Ili
Automatic sync limiter
amp.
$109.95
kit,
$149.95 wired.
and

Model 369 Sweep and PostInjection Marker Generator. For
easiest, fastest visual alignment of
color B & W TV and FM RF and
IF circuits. Five sweep ranges
from 3-220 Mc/S. Four marker
ranges from 2-225 Mc/S. Crystal
marker oscillator. Post injection of
markers. Kit $89.95. Wired $139.95
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Address
City
Zip

State
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ET -2

CATALOG

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.
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AC

TwWkM Radio

M1ed

band, with both crystal controlled
and tunable provisions selectable.
Specifications indicate that a three gang tuning capacitor eliminates
broad tuned circuits, resulting in better
sensitivity, image rejection and signalto-noise ratio. The converter is designed to operate from a 9v battery and
measures 21 x 31/2 x 41/4 in. Price
$32.95 less crystal. Tompkins.

707
Announced is a color TV set that
reportedly includes a 20-in. diagonally measured, viewable screen; 51 in. early American, maple -veneer
cabinet; four speakers, external speak-

Color TV Sets

ZENITH -ADMIRAL
OELRIN DOUBLE-END
HEX WRENCH

... 5"

Cat. No. 8606
Suggested

Net.48t

...

11"
Suggested Net .63e

Cat. No. 8606-L

DOUBLE -END

Catalog No. 8283
Suggested Net $15.83

ALIGNMENT TOOL
For adjusting

coil slugs

Cat. No.

i

An exceptional value, one kit containing over 25 selected
tools to provide electronic technicians with alignment and
adjustment tools to service all radio and TV sets, mobile
communication, marine and amateur gear. All GC tools are
designed to make service jobs easier and faster ... all are
precision manufactured from specially formulated materials
that meet or exceed all government, military, or industrial
specifications ... all are backed by GC's reputation for
quality assuring maximum service life.

9304...51/2"

Suggested Net

.411.

DOUBLE -END
IRON CORE TOOL

All Delrin, fits cores

er terminals; four -speed record changer with 45rpm adapter; solid-state
AM / FM radio and solid-state dual
channel amplifiers. Admiral.
708
Horn Speakers
A twin horn speaker assembly reportedly has an acoustic coupler
which makes possible a 121 db audio
level on each horn with a 100deg cor-

with .125 hex
opening.

Cat. No. 9091...5"
Suggested Net .48e
Cat. No. 9091-L ... 11"
Suggested Net .70C

Always insist on

you'll get more for your money, everytime!

GC ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

:4==
i

ELECTRONICS

MAIN

PLANT

ROCKFORD ILL.U.S.A.

Giant FREE Catalog...
Only GC gives you everything in electronic,
.. has for almost 40 years. Match every

responding dispersion. A built-in
transformer is designed to match
either 70v or 25v lines. Weight 9 lb.
Price $72. Atlas.

part and service need from over 10,000

quality items. Write for your copy today!
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Now! Cash in on
the big boom in
TV distribution
systems

for two sets ...
Right now,

a golden opportunity to
big money is staring you
right in the face. TV reception distribution systems. For homes. For
motels. For hotels. For industry.
And with Color TV, it's important
to get the best. Jerrold's home and
system amplifiers.

make

to two hundred

Jerrold pioneered TV distribution
systems more than 15 years ago.
We've harnessed our experience in
space-age technology to solve
down-to-earth reception distribution problems. The result is the
most complete, up-to-date line in
the business-and the know-how

to help you build your reputation in
the TV distribution system business.
Free Jerrold Handbook of TV Dis-

tribution Systems. Features 100 typical systems layouts and all the
information you'll need. Just fill out
and mail the coupon.

1

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Distributor Sales Division
401 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
Please send free Jerrold Handbook of TV Distribution Systems.

Name

Title

Company
Street

Focusing on one thing
better reception

City

State

ZIP

J

L
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The Model 6000 Modular Frequency Meter will measure frequencies
10 KHz to 600 MHz with .000125% accuracy. Special plug-in modules
allow the instrument to be used as an audio frequency meter from
500 Hz to 20 KHz full scale and in addition to be used as a dc

voltmeter (10,000 ohms/volt).
The wide variety of plug-in oscillator accessories and range modules
makes the Model 6000 adaptable to a number of jobs in the field
and in the laboratory. Portable, battery operated with rechargeable
batteries.
Model 6000 with 601A charger, less plug-in modules

INTERNATIONAL MODEL

6000

iip
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709
Announced is a color TV set that
reportedly features a 295-sq-in. viewable screen and a contemporary

Color TV Sets

$195.00

FREQUENCY METER

measures frequencies 10 khz to 600 mhz with
accuracy as close as .000125%

CHARGER

Range Modules (Mixers)
$25.00 to $45.00 each

Oscillator Modules
(Crystal Controlled For
Frequency Measurement)
$30.00 to $90.00 each

Special Modules
Audio Frequency..... $45.00
25.00
DC Voltmeter

where
accuracy
counts!

breakfront credenza style cabinét
with a roller -grain finished walnut
veneers and select solids. Sylvania.

Cassette Tape Recorder

710
solid-state, portable. cassette
tape recorder reportedly uses five
push buttons for record, forward,
A

stop, rewind and fast -forward controls. Specifications indicate that it
contains seven transistors and a 3 -in.
speaker. Price $69.95. Admiral.
FM Stereo Tuner

a. Range Modules
b. Oscillator Modules

For complete information
write International today.

711

Announced is a solid state FM
stereo tuner that reportedly contains
an integrated circuit IF strip that is
equivalent to 20 transistors for improved selectivity and capture ratio.
Specifications indicate that it has 2.2 -

INTERNATIONAL
. 7

-4-

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE

...
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OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102
118 on postcard
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Customers wear out the Yellow Pages
getting to K & B

"We usually ask callers how they located us and they tell us `through the Yellow Pages,"
say Mr. and Mrs. Karl E. Betz, Sr., owners, K & B General Services, Toledo, Ohio. "We
Pages until we'd been in business four years, and right away we noticed the dif
ference. We got a lot of phone calls. We still do, and Yellow Pages is the only
advertising we do. We know our ad there is producing business because we
keep card files on all repair business and note the source. Roughly, I'd say
more than twenty-five percent of our business comes directly from the Yellow

Pages."

didn't get into Yellow

2M7_352

-Azie

IF IT CAN BE REPAIRED
WE
WE

RIIL'

CAN DO

IT

LIOFBP.ANDS

SE

8

TYPESVICE

Small Electrical Appliances
REASONABLE SERVICE
CHARGES
PARTS & SERVICE

OPEN DAILY 8:30-6:00
SAT. 8:30-4:00

Free Pick Up & Delivery

Advertise for action...

iC
i

248-2822
3129 CHERRY

Customers wear out the Yellow Pages instead
of themselves. This ad, under ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
SMALL
REPAIRING, leads them to K
& B. Call your Yellow Pages man to plan your
program. Find him in the Yellow Pages under

-

ADVERTISING
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-

- DIRECTORY

&

GUIDE.
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loot at
the tips of

a v usable sensitivity, 80db cross
modulation. 42db selectivity, 36db
stereo separation and 2.5db capture
ratio. Price $199.95. Scott.

simplest
top
quality
modular

amplifier

these blades

712
Headphones
Announced is a pair of headphones
that reportedly use a dynamic woofer
and a ceramic tweeter interconnected

system

N EWCOM B
K
QUALITY
TOP

CUSTOM

by a full crossover network, resulting
in an 18Hz to 22kHz frequency re-

sponse. Specifications indicate that
this woofer tweeter combination is
coaxially mounted in unbreakable
ear cups and that an ear seal is provided by removable vinyl cushions
filled with urethane foam. Net price
$50. Superex.

Quartz Lamp
713
Announced is a series of portable
lamps that reportedly contain a 75w
iodine quartz bulb designed to provide about 2000 hr of clear, bright
light without blackening. Specifica-

headphones. The 4-channel models
have provisions for a remote control
accessory. There are 3 power amplifier modules: 40, 60, and 125 watts,
and a power supply when you want
to use a front end as a mixer preamplifier only. There are three
preamplifier modules: 3, 4, and 5
channels, and a chassis for making
a booster amplifier out of any of the
output modules. All in all, only 14
components permit 70 combinations.
Performance is superb. Frequency
response is ±1 db 20-20,000 cps;
distortion is extremely low. Custom

Here's uniformity that's readily apparent and
achieved only
undeniable. Here's precision
through modern production methods, skilled
workmanship, close quality control.
All Xcelite screwdrivers are made this way

...

slotted, Phillips, Allen type, Frearson,
Bristol, Scrulox ... fixed handle or interchangeable blade types ... to fit precisely, preventing
damage to fastener or tool.
That's why they're first choice of manufacturers who seek zero defects on the assembly
line, of technicians who take pride in their
handiwork.
.

.

If you service or assemble precision products,
look for screwdrivers, nutdrivers, and other precision tools you need in the extensive Xcelite
line.

elevi

XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.V. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

... for more details
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Newcomb's finest, the Custom K
Series is the climax of 30 years
devoted to developing and producing
the very best public address amplifiers. You quickly and simply get the
combination of channels and power
you need. A power output module is
dropped into either a front-end or
booster chassis. Two electrical plugin connections; no soldering. Put a
cover over the top or insert the
chassis in a rack mount. You can
plug in a transistorized VU meter
accessory which has a sensitivity
control and monitor jack for crystal

K

amplifiers run remarkably cool.

Easy-to -trace, easy -to -service vacuum

tionsindicate that the lamps are

equipped with a balanced 45 -in.
spring -action arm that fastens to a
desk or table surface with a double bolt clamp or with screws. List price
$35.95. Acme.

tube construction is used throughout. Colors are soft shades of
gray -green. Write for Catalog K-15.
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. ET -2

12881 Bradley Ave.
Sylmar, California 91342

.

/
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ONLY ONE COWR GENERATOR IS WINTER PROTECTED

B6tVC03s

-t1

.
1
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Sencore's Color King puts an end to cold weather instability.
ating temperature is reached, a thermostat
automatically turns off both the heating
element and the Temp Control indicator
light. Now you know the circuits are rock
stable.

Transistors just don't perform properly on
those cold, cold winter days. So, when you
bring in an ordinary solid state color bar
generator from a freezing car or van, you
wait and wait for stable patterns. Even
then you can't be sure.
Only Sencore's new Color King is truly
winter protected. Only the Color King has
a built-in heating element surrounding the
critical timirg circuits. The instant you
plug in the generator, this heating element
warms up these circuits; also driving out
excessive humidity. When optimum oper-

I^

C

FEBRUARY 1963

Protect yourself this winter. Go for the
hot one. The CG141 Color King. The color
generator that works when its hot and
works when its COLD.
That's why the Sencore Color King stays
sold.
Only $149.95 User Net
1

426

MANUFACTURER OF E

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details
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Color TV Remote Control 11A9N/
Circuit Description and
S376AN
Operation

The 11A9N color TV remote unit
consists of two chassis. The first is a
3A9N preamp the second is the
8A9N relay control chassis. A S376
AN hand-held electronic transmitter
(actuator) generates any one of seven
available frequencies in the 17 to
22kHz range when a push button is
depressed. Each push button applies
power to the electronic oscillator and
selects a proper frequency determining trimmer capacitor. These constant carrier signals are doubled in the output transducer (M2), thus radiating
ultrasonic signals ranging from 35kHz
to 44kHz.
Radiated ultrasonic signals from the
transmitter are received and reconverted to electrical signals by a microphone located in the front grill of the
TV receiver. Because the microphone
is dc biased, it has high sensitivity and
linear operation. Two preamp stages
are provided in the 3A9N with an
Because
output.
emitter -follower
horizontal frequency harmonics fall
in the range of the remote frequencies,
extensive shielding, mounting the
premaplifier chassis integral with the
microphone and "floating" the preamplifier are necessary. Bandpass selection is determined by the resistor capacitor values and by the microphone. Since the remote signals are
unmodulated, AGC is unnecessary.
Variable emitter degeneration is pro-

vided, however, in the 2nd preamp
stage. This allows gain adjustment
when triggering is encountered from
ultrasonic sources outside the system
such as coins, keys, etc.
Amplified signals from the pre amp are fed to the 8A9N chassis. Input transformer L1 improves the skirt
selectivity of the bandpass and equalizes the gain (or tilt) across the spectrum. Its collector load consists of
seven sampling windings of the input
transformers and a noise rejection resistor, R25.
The seven sampling windings are
parts of seven sharply tuned input
transformers. When an ultrasonic
electrical signal of the same frequency as one of the transformers,
for example L4, is fed into the driver
stage, Q4, a large signal will be developed across that transformer.
When a signal from the transformer is fed into the base of the key er stage, Q7, base rectification will
occur. This results in pulsating collector current which is filtered by the
collector bypass electrolytic, C25.
The dc current then trips the relay,
RL3, completing the circuit to operate
the color intensity control motor
clockwise. The collector of the stage
is protected from back-EMF transients
by its collector capacitor, C25. Additional protection from adjacent channel triggering is provided by the common emitter circuit. When a transistor (Q7) conducts, the emitter current
produces a voltage drop across the
common -emitter resistance, R26 and

- ------- -

EPRECISION WIRED

R27. This increases the reverse bias
on the other transistors.
A sealed transformer on the relay
control chassis provides a source for
the two power supplies. A 210v supply
biases the microphone. The low voltage supply provides 17.5v to the relay
control chassis and preamp.
Three types of devices are used to
perform the actual functions. A four
stepper relay, RL9, provides four
loudness positions. A bistable stepper
relay, RL8, provides the on/off function. The stepper coil has two copper alloy washers for delay to prevent
erratic triggering. A two -pole motor
and transmission assembly using an
armature thrust-clutch drives the
channel selector. Two capacitor -assisted reversible ac motors drive color
and tint controls through directional
clutches and transmissions. Manual
control of the stepper and on/ off
relays are provided by push-button
switches on the volume control.
Color TV Chassis H10H12 SeriesFocus Control Modification
The focus control, in present pro-

duction of H10 and H12 series color
chassis, is wired as a rheostat instead
TO
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PRODUCTION

of a potentiometer. A 1.8M resistor
has also been added. This change has
been made to improve reliability. It
is suggested that you make this modification whenever you replace the
focus control in a G11, G13 H10 or
H12 chassis. If the set does not have
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

AWMIC,
AMPLIFIERS

Amplifier

list VHF -TV

Two -transistor Antenna
Amplifier for 75 OHM
Downlead, and power

supply with built-in

single or dual 300 ohm

high band.

FINCO MODEL #65-1

-

output VHF -TV or

12

dB gain in the low band
and 14 dB gain in the

Distribution Amplifier
$29.95 list 2 -tube 4
FM

Distribution Amplifier
for 300 OHM Operation, providing 8 dB
gain at each 300 ohm
output to feed home or
commercial systems.

FI NCO

MODEL #65-5

Distribution Amplifier

$44.95 list VHF -TV 75
OHM Single Outlet Distribution Amplified for
deluxe home or commercial Use to feed
multiple sets through
line tap offs or split-

ters. Delivers 17 dB

Low Band and 14 dB
High Band.

#65-2
Distribution Amplifier
$39.95 list 2 -tube 4
FINCO MODEL

-

output VHF -TV or

FM

Distribution Amplifier

for 75 OHM

CO -AX
Operation, providing 6
dB gain at each 75 ohm
output to feed deluxe
home or commercial
systems.

FI NCO

MODEL #65-3

Antenna

à1i

$47.95

outputs. Provides

For perfect color TV and
FM Stereo Reception

.------ _--a----'

FINCO MODEL #65-4

Antenna

Amplifier

$44.95 list New VHFTV Antenna Amplifier
and Power Supply with
built in single or dual
outputs to improve reception of weak signals
in fringe areas. Provides 12 dB gain in the
low band a -id 14 dB
gain in the high band.

Sets "COME ALIVE" with
Brilliant Sound and Color
amplifier
will bring in the sharpest COLOR or
B & W TV picture and the finest sound!
A Finco high -gain, low -noise

All FINCO Products are Engineered

FINCO MODEL #65-6
Amplifiers $79.95 list.
VHF-TVAntenna Mounted two -transistor preamplifier with 75 OHM
two -tube Single Output
Distribution Post -amplifier up to 30 dB gain
for improved reception.
Used in home or com-

mercial installations to
feed multiple sets.

FINCO MODEL #65-7

FM Signal Amplifier
$24.95 list. One -tran sistor Indoor Behind the -set FM amplifier
with a passive filter in put circuit to reject signais outside the FM
band which cause in terference. Delivers 20

dB Gain.

Q
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Write for Color Brochure #20-411.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate Street

Dept.

110

Bedford, Ohio 44146

For Color!
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adequate focus range after modification, try a lower value resistor (1M
for instance) but keep the value as
high as possible.
The 75C108-1, -2, -3 are electrically interchangeable, differing only
mechanically. All three can be used
for replacement. The -1 does not have
a shaft, -2 -3 both have shafts but have
slightly different terminal lug arrangements.

RCA VICTOR

categories surpasses comparable char
acteristics displayed by the transistorized AFT system.
The integrated circuit (IC) employed in this AFT discriminator/ amplifier system is a type TA5274, labeled
IC 1301 in the circuit diagram. The
functions performed by the IC and
its associated outboarded components
are: buffer amplification (IF), detection, differential dc amplification and
dc voltage regulation.
The discriminator / amplifier functions in this manner:

-

Description
Color TV Chassis CTC30
of the Integrated AFT Circuit

The AFT feature was first introduced in RCA Victor color television
instruments June 1966, in the CTC21
color chassis. This is said to be the
industry's first transistorized color
television AFT system and continues
in the 1968 CTC28 and CTC35 color
chassis.
The CTC30 chassis will employ
the integrated circuit AFT system.
This system displays operational and
reliability characteristics that in many

A sample of the picture IF output
is applied to the AFT system through
a 1.5pf capacitor located in the plate

circuit of the 3rd video IF amplifier.
This incoming picture IF energy is
applied to a tuned input circuit consisting of L1301 and C1301. These
components act both as an adjacent
channel sound trap and an IF frequency peaking circuit
the correct
trap frequency is automatically at -

-

Video and Chroma Coil Exact Replacements
for More than 25 Color TV Manufacturers
Ten Color TV coils replace more than 550 video and chroma
GE
coils for sets made by manufacturers such as RCA
MUNTZ. Installation instructions and
PHILCO
MOTOROLA
diagrams are included.
Write today for latest Color TV Coil Cross Reference Guide

J.W. MILLER COMPANY

5917 South Main Street
SEE YOUR

Los Angeles, California 90003

LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE FULL LINE OF RF AND IF COILS, CHOKES, FILTERS AND TRANSFORMERS

... for more details
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tained when the input tuned circuit
is peaked at 46.1 MHz.
The signal is then fed into the buffer amplifier section of the IC, the output of which appears across the discriminator transformer primary (also
peaked to 46.1 MHz). The discriminator transformer secondary is tuned to
45.75MHz. This secondary feeds the
integrated circuit discriminator diodes.
The output of the discriminator diodes
is applied to an amplifier which delivers a differential voltage output.
This differential output is composed
one appearing at
of two voltages
each of the IC output terminals. The
difference between these voltages (or
differential), represents the amount
and direction of deviation of the incoming IF frequency (from 45.75 MHz). If the incoming IF frequency
is exactly 45.75MHz, each discriminator output terminal voltage is 5.5v,
the difference between them is therefore 0 volts. As the incoming IF frequency deviates from 45.75MHz, one
output terminal voltage increases and
the other output terminal voltage decreases an equal amount. The voltage
at each terminal will either increase or
decrease depending on the direction
the incoming IF frequency deviates
from 45.75MHz. The system is capable of producing a ± 9v differential
within its pull -in range. This voltage
represents a potential frequency correction for a frequency error of approximately two times the output of
the single -ended transistorized system; the final VHF frequency error
attained by the system is reduced by
50%. Also, because of this increased
output, the pull -in range over which
total frequency correction may occur
is increased. The manner of obtaining
oscillator frequency control by using
a "variable capacitance" transistor in
the VHF tuner and a varicap diode
in the UHF tuner remains unchanged.
Also, the manner in which AFT defeat action is accomplished is very
similar to that employed by last year's
CTC21. Some electrical differences
exist, however.
VHF AFT defeat action can be
and is electrically accomplished by
shorting together the AFT differential
amplifier outputs. UHF defeat is
slightly different, however. The UHF
varicap AFT action requires only
one of the differential amplifier outputs. It would appear then, that UHF
AFT defeat action would also occur
if the AFT differential amplifier outputs were shorted. But, because of the
relatively high impedance outputs,
some partial UHF AFT action is
present when these outputs are shorted. Even though the difference between the outputs is zero, the common above -ground voltage is not
constant with fine tuning error.

-

circle 125 on postcard
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The simplest and most effective demonstration
of color TV fine tuning there is.
RCA Autcrratic FneTuning.

9`3c'

Color TVthat fine-tunes itself
when you turn it on. All you do is
sit back and write the order.

ncn
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eta,

plifier outputs to the separate 5v reference.
Because of the possibility of AFT
adjacent channel sound "lock-out"
during VHF channel change, it is
necessary to disable the AFT system
during this time. This is achieved by
momentarily shorting to ground
(whenever VHF channel change takes
place) the power supply voltage applied to the AFT discriminator/ amplifier. The shorting action occurs
between detent positions by allowing
the grounded VHF detent spring (located on the front of the VHF tuner)
to contact a small insulated terminal
tied to the AFT power supply lead.
This shorting action, in conjunction
with a 25pf capacitor located on the
AFT discriminator subchassis, provides the required AFT disable time
necessary to achieve immunity from
AFT "lock out." A IO i2 resistor is
placed in series with the AFT power
supply lead to the shorting terminal.
This resistor eliminates contact "pitting" caused by instantaneous shorting currents.

COLORFAX

In this particular system, an approximate 5v reference voltage is
generated within the integrated circuit for use in achieving total UHF
AFT defeat action. This defeat action
is electrically accomplished by shorting to this 5v reference, the correction
voltage applied to the UHF tuner.
The automatic switching action
which accomplished UHF and VHF
defeat is identical to that employed
by the CTC21. A switch, working
in conjunction with the spring -loaded
VHF fine tuning mechanism, provides
the discriminator/ amplifier
output shorting action. When the fine
tuning knob is depressed, the AFT is
defeated; when the fine tuning knob
is released, AFT operation is re-established. A similar switching action
occurs with the UHF fine tuning
mechanism, shorting the AFT amplifier output to the separate 5v reference.
The CTC30, like the CTC21,
provides a customer permanent AFT
defeat switch, mounted on the front
control panel. The CTC30 control
panel AFT defeat switch operates by
shorting both AFT discriminator/am-

pendent resistor (VDR). This special

component regulates the bias on the
vertical output tube, permitting the
vertical picture size to remain constant when wide variations occur in
line voltage.
The VDR is generally trouble -free.
There could be instances, however,
where the service technician might
wish to check its operation.
An open -circuited VDR will cause
vertical overscan and some loss of
vertical hold because of an excessive
feedback pulse from the output section.
A shorted VDR will cause a loss of
vertical deflection because of an absence of feedback from the output
stage to the oscillator section.
One quick check of a VDR is to
substitute a new part. Another method of checking a VDR is to substitute
if the VDR is de a 1M resistor

+405

-

L5pQ

+270

1.5,u4

RCA VICTOR
Color Chassis

-

Checking the VDR

The vertical output circuit of the
color chassis employs a voltage de VDR

THE

BEST

ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS START WITH

..

.

QUALITY
MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE INDUSTRY

*

*
RATCHET TYPE

5'ili
CHIMNEY MOUNTS
Simplest and fastest installing chimIli

..,,

I

J

/
40
''

ney mount.
Quality -engineered with heavy gauge
embossed steel; zinc -plated golden

iridite finish.
Ratchet of high strength
aluminum.

forged

Factory assembled.
Available with 3/a" x 12 ft. and
x 18 ft. galvanized or Stainless
Steel straps.
SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

AT SOUTH RIVER QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

...
/8

/ SOUTH

fective, this resistor will allow the circuit to operate. However, vertical
size will be excessive and no voltage
regulation would be realized. A simple
out -of-circuit test is shown in the illustration. This test is performed by
measuring the current through the
VDR when two different positive
voltages are applied. A voltage difference of approximately 1.5 to 1 results in a 10 to 1 current change. Notice that the voltages used in the test
setup are readily available from the
operating television chassis and the
test actually demonstrates the characteristics of the VDR. Remember
the VDR is a reliable device and
seldom become defective.

MOVING?
Be sure to include
your Zip Code number when sending a
change of address
notice.

RIVER,N. 1.08882
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asked for it, waited for it and now here it is!

You

WINEGARD
ULTRA PLEX
The first 82 -channel, solid state MATV color distribution system!
Now you can have complete signal
control of each channel!
Amplifies!
Equalizes!
and Feeds any number of
channels to any number of tv sets
-with a minimum of labor and
equipment-and at a cost that's
actually lower than most
"VHF ONLY" systems!

For use in homes, as well as in
the largest apartment buildings,
hotels & motels, hospitals, etc.

82 -Channel

Ultra-Plex System
using lo band plug-in VHF amplifier
...hi band plug-in VHF amplifier...
and broad band UHF ampl',fier.
82 -Channel

Ultra-Plex System
using single channel plug-in amplifiers.

-

VHF

YANTENNA (S)

UHF
ANTENNA (S)

o c
o

c

o

o

o

1'5"=±..
>

LINE
TAPS

TO

Winegard Ultra -flex is a unique 82 -channel, modular
plug-in distribution sys-em with all components matched
to work together perfectly The system never becomes
obsolete, because you car acd new UHF or VHF channels quickly, easily and inexpensively whenever needed

FEBRUARY 1968

Sensational Winegard Ultra-Plex is the best thing to ever
happen to MATV system installers. Because Ultra-Plex
gives the installer unprecedented flexibility regardless of
system size. Because Ultra-Plex covers the full range of
UHF; VHF and FM frequencies.
And because Ultra-Plex is super compact...installs
easier than old fashioned equipment...costs less...and
operates inexpensively with little or no maintenance.
Plenty of other reasons, too. Ultra-Plex incorporates your
choice of either single channel or broad band solid state
amplifiers that plug into the modular power panel. UltraPlex is totally designed with all the components needed to
solve every conceivable distribution system problem. And
Ultra-Plex equipment is manufactured to the highest commercial standards of quality-second to none.
If you are now installing MATV systems, you'll want to
know more about profitable Winegard Ultra-Plex. Or if
you've wanted to get into the booming MATV business, but
thought it too complicated, let us show you exactly how
easy and profitable it is. Write for Fact Finder #246 today.
It gives you all the facts on MATV systems in general, and
Ultra-Plex in particular.

Winegard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

WINEGARD COMPANY 3000 KIRKWOOD STREET
BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601
©Copyright 1967, Winegard Company, Burlington, Iowa
.. for more details circle 137 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS
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For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Transistor Analyzer

switch selection of sine wave or
square wave output and range of output level, and an attached shielded
output cable. Price $95. RCA.

714

Announced is an in/out-circuit
transistor analyzer designed for in circuit dynamic ac gain testing and
out-of-circuit Beta measurements on
0 to 250 and 0 to 500 scales. Speci-

Rigid Cable Cover

cate that these longer antennas give
3db greater gain than the 1/4 wavelength whip antenna at 150MHz and
that they give 5db omnidirectional
gain at 450MHz. According to the
manufacturer, these antennas come
complete with base, 0 ring, Allen
wrench and silver-plated stainless -steel
whip. Larsen.
fications indicate that under test conditions the instrument supplies 6v of
collector voltage and an average of
2ma collector current. Transistor
leakage (Ich.) is reportedly measured
directly in µa. The instrument's all
steel case measures 10 1/2 x 7 x 4 in.
Lectrotech.
715
Tie Cutter
Announced is a hand-held tool
designed to provide the electronic
technician with a means of cutting

718
A rigid cable cover for telephone,
intercom and other low -voltage wire
installations is announced. It is manufactured in 4ft lengths that are 1/s in.
high and 1 1/2 in. wide. Specifications
indicate that foam adhesive, applied

717
Audio Generator
Announced is a transistorized instrument designed to provide a tun-

able sine or square wave audio -frequency signal. The instrument's frequency range reportedly extends from
20Hz to 200kHz. Specifications indicate that six transistors and two diodes are used to produce a stable signal with amplitude variations of less
than ± 1.5db and a total sine wave
harmonic distortion of less than 0.25.
The 3 -lb instrument in enclosed in a
73/4 x 53/8 x 4 3/4 in. cabinet and
reportedly features a single scale dial,

to the edges along the length of the
duct, adheres to nearly any clean, relatively smooth surface and eliminates
need for drilling holes or using mechanical fasteners. 3M.
719
Aerosol Varnish
Announced is an aerosol varnish
that reportedly has demonstrated ex-

cellent fungus -resistant qualities as
well as an insulating effect at least

electronic cable lacing and spot -ties.
It reportedly eliminates the use of
knives and scissors or other unguarded cutters. Macdonald.

Replacement Antennas
Announced is a line of

716
5/8 wavelength and collinear -type antennas reportedly designed to fit the 1/4 wavelength mounts on Motorola TAE and
TAD equipment. Specifications indi80

10 times that of an untreated surface.
Specifications indicate that its dialetric strength is 750v per mil. The varnish has been blended to give a
smooth, transparent coating that will
not crack, splinter or remain tacky.
Industrial Supply.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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only $99.95

the most important instrument you can own for Color TV
and FM alignment now costs a lot less...the Heathkit IG -14
15 crystal -controlled marker frequencies Switch -select picture and sound IF frequencies, color
bandpass and trap frequencies, 6 dB points, plus FM IF center frequency and 100 kHz points Use
up to six markers simultaneously for faster TV alignment Birdie-type markers Trace and Marker
amplifiers and size controls 400 Hz modulator Variable bias supply All solid-state, 22 transistors, 4 diodes Circuit boards

Fast, Accurate Color Alignment. Speed and accuracy are important in today's service work ..
important to your customers, important to your profits. Speed and accuracy are what the new
Heathkit IG -14 gives you-... plus features usually costing five to ten times as much.
Just Push A Button. That's all it takes to set a frequency
no dial to twiddle, no searching,
no resetting problems. Fifteen switch selected crystal -controlled markers. Nothing could be
easier or more accurate. The IG -14 has input and output connections so that it can be used
with any sweep generator and scope. Also an external marker input. BNC connectors are used
throughout.
No Trace Distortion. One of the big values to using a post marker generator like the IG -14 is
that markers are injected after the sweep signal passes through the set being tested, thereby
eliminating the 'scope trace distortion usually found when injection or absorption type marker
.

...

generators are used.

Crystal -Controlled Markers For Any TV Alignment Task. Four marker frequencies are provided
for setting color bandpass, one marker for TV sound, eight at the IF frequencies between 39.75
and 47.25 MHz, and markers for channel 4 and channel 10 picture and sound carriers for checking tuner RF response. With the ability to use up to six markers at once, such as picture and color
carriers at 6 dB points, corner marker and trap frequencies, alignment is fast and precise. Trap
alignment is just a matter of selecting the appropriate trap frequency, applying the 400 Hz modulation, and tuning the trap for minimum audio on a scope or meter.
Easy FM IF and Discriminator Alignment. The IG -14 provides visible markers at the 10.7 MHz
center frequency plus 100 kHz markers on each side
visible because they are applied to the
trace after detection and so are not attenuated by the discriminator. Use of harmonics, fully
explained in the manual, provide tracking markers as well.
Trace and Marker Amplitude Controls
on the front panel permit using a regular service type
'scope instead of a wide -band, ultra -sensitive model
and stage by stage alignment is easier.
Variable Bias Supply
0 to 15 VDC @ 10 milliamps is isolated from chassis so you can use
positive or negative bias.
New Look
Circuit Board Construction. Handsome low profile, "stackable" cabinets in the
new look of Heath instruments
finished in beige and black. Easy -to -build layout with two
circuit boards.
Save Hundreds of Dollars. Until now, an instrument with these features cost much more. Order
the IG -14 now
it's the best investment in alignment facilities you can make.
Kit IG -14, 8 lbs., no money dn., $10 mo.
$99.95

SIX MARKERS SIMULTANEOUSLY. The scope trace
above shows how six markers can appear at the same
time. Note the trap markers, 6 dB points, and picture and
sound carriers .
all on one trace with the IG -14.

...

...

...

...
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IG -14 SPECIFICATIONS-Crystal Marker Frequencies: 3.08, 3.58, 4.08, 4.5, and 10.7 MHz @ .01%; 39.750,
41.250, 42.170, 42.500, 42.750, 45.000, 45.750, 47.250, 67.250, and 193.250 MHz @ .005%. FM Bandwidth
Marker: 100 kHz. Modulation: 400 Hz. Input Impedance: External sweep, 75 ohm; External marker, 75 ohm;
Demodulation input, 220K ohm. Output Impedance: RF output, 75 ohm; Scope output, 22K ohm. Bias Output
Voltage: Variable from 0 to 15 VDC @ 10 MA. Isolated from chassis for either negative or positive bias.
Type of Marker: "Birdie." Controls: Bias voltage with AC on/off; Trace size; Marker amplitude; RF output;
Modulation on/off; Markers, individual switches for each frequency. Semiconductors: Transistors: (16) 2N3692;
(6) 2N3395; (3) Silicon diodes; (1) Zener diode, 13.6-V. Power requirements: 105.125 volts, 50/60 Hz AC
@ 7.5 watts. Net weight: 8 lbs.

1968

FREE 1968

CATALOG!

...

1

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-2
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

D Enclosed

plus shipping costs.

is $

Please send

Now with more kits, more color,

Fully describes these along with
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi,
color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur
radio, marine, educational, CB,
home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

EASY TO BUILD. Note how everything except the front
panel switches and controls mount on two circuit boards
even the crystals.

Heathkit

IG -14 Post

Marker Generator(s).

(quantity)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name
Address
City

State
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Color TV

One of a series of brief discussions
by Electro -Voice engineers

Solder Sucker

COAX

720
A tool, designed to remove excess
solder from circuit boards, plated through holes or terminals, reportedly

ACCESSORIES
PAUL E. VANDE KOPPEL

Cartridge Engineer

Aesley
NEW!
COAX WALL TAPS
DESIGNED TO MEET
YOUR COAX LEAD-IN
NEEDS.

consists of a miniature 18w 6v soldering iron, an attached suction bulb and
a reservoir for the removed solder.
Specifications indicate that the solder reservoir is made of easily cleaned
stainless steel, and that the suction tip
is chrome plated so that solder will
not adhere. Oryx.

Mass-produced phonograph cartridges must
meet a number of criteria to be accepted by
the phonograph industry. Among them are
high performance, a high degree of uniformity, and low cost. Yet the complexity of past
cartridge designs made the attainment of these
goals a constant struggle. At Electro -Voice, a
basic program of re-evaluation of cartridge
design has resulted in a drastic reduction of
complexity for a modern stereo ceramic cartridge.

Comparing the new cartridge* with the old, we
find it composed of just five assemblies, as opposed to the 12 parts needed in previous designs. This simplification resulted in no degradation of performance, but did contribute
to a significant improvement in uniformity and
a sharp reduction in assembly time and cost.
A key achievement of the program was an im-

NEW!
COAX LINE SPLITTERS
FOR HIGHLY
EFFICIENT
SIGNAL
DISTRIBUTION

Storage Shelving

721

Announced are shelving packages
in 48, 72, 84 and 96in. heights by 30,
36, 42 and 48in. widths and in 9, 12,
15, 18 and 24in. depths. Specifications indicate that each size is produc-

proved element assembly. In the past, hundreds
of rubber back pads and yokes were molded at
once, then each pad was assembled to a ceramic element. Finally, a pair of elements
were joined by a yoke before insertion in the
cartridge body. The hand assembly, plus the
multitude of dies made variations in mechanical positioning inevitable.
With the new design, both ceramic elements
are loaded into an eight -station rotating die
that permits molding the thermoplastic yoke

and back pad assembly directly to the ceramic
elements in one operation. No additional assembly is needed, and the lower number of
dies reduces variations in size and positioning.

The external case design has also been simplified, and snaps together without the use of
fasteners. Perhaps more dramatic, however, is
the simplification of electrical contacts. Normally a set of external contacts press against
the sides of the elements to provide output
termination.

NEW!

With the new design, however, the ends of the
elements themselves extend from the back of
the cartridge. A mating plug, wired directly
into the tone arm, is supplied with spring loaded wiping contacts. When the cartridge is
inserted, the plug terminals make direct, positive contact with the sides of the elements,
thus eliminating all intermediate contact surfaces and reducing the incidence of intermittents.

COAX
MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

for 300/75,

75/300 OHM

In keeping with today's designs, the new cartridge is quite small, and well suited to a
variety of mounting schemes. Final proof of
design success is in the ready acceptance of
this new concept by phonograph manufacturers.
Nevertheless, work continues on even more
sophisticated approaches to phono transducer
design.

ONE PRODUCT
TO BE USED

INDOOR

OR

OUTDOOR

ed in open or closed (with end and
back panels) style. Corner posts reportedly are 14 -gage steel, with 18 gage steel shelving. Midland.

For Detailed Brochure Write DEPT 156

,,,d, Tv

4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd.,
Bridgeton, Mo. 63042

A

for more details circle 126 on postcard
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VOM
722
Announced is a VOM with a 0 to
10, 50, 250, 500, 1000vdc; 0 to 100 a,
2.5ma, 100ma do current; 0 to 10, 50,
250, 500vac; and R x 1, R x 10, R x
100 0 to 10K scales controlled with
one knob. Specifications indicate that

*Patents applied for.
For technical data on any E -V product, write,
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept 2837
663 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

gkeete- okr.
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

...

for more details circle 113 on postcard
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CAPACITOR

XCI-8
CAPACITOR

CAPACITOR

-21

XCI

XC2-1.

I

CAPACITOR

XC2 -26

CAPACITOR

XC2-36.I

CAPACITOR

XC3

-45

XC4-4.2

XC4-5.I

CAPACITOR

XC4-9.I

XC4-10.2

,

CAPACITOR

XC4-68.I

CAPACITOR

XC4-68.2

XC4-55.I

`

CAPACITOR

XC4-70.1

XC4-6.1

CAPACITOR

XC4-63.I

CAPACITOR

XC4-80

20 ways
to break the
exact
replacement
capacitor
habit:

Stock only 20 General Electric Service Designed replacement capacitors and meet
over 70% of your replacement needs.
Use General Electric extended -range replacement capacitors.

General Electric Service -Designed replacement units
will meet over 70% of all TV can style needs!

Just

20

"Extended -range" means that fewer General Electric types
are needed to meet your requirements. Every GE aluminum
capacitor meets not just one, but a range of capacitance and
voltage requirements. And, to make selection easier, the
application range of every General Electric capacitor is
shown clearly on the unit, and on the carton.
You can quickly see, for example, that the GE capacitor
rated 50-60 mfd up to 450 VDC will replace any unit between

and 60 mfd at any voltage up to 450 VDC. You save time
and money in making replacements because General Electric
capacitors are Service -Designed with you in mind!
50

Your local GE electronics distributor carries a complete
line of replacement capacitors from General Electric, a
leader in supplying capacitors to the radio and television
industry. Call him today for full details.
430-31A

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Application ranges for 20 General Electric capacitors that meet over 70% of your replacement needs.
XC1-8
60 to 80MF up to 450V.
XC1-18
l0o to 150MF up to 350V.

XC1-19
88 to 160MF up to 250V.

XCI-19.2
100 to 160MF up to 250V.

A FEW

WILL DO!

FEBRUARY 1968

XC1-21
110 to 200MF up to 300V.
XC2-1.1
60 to 80MF up to 450V.
1 to
2MF up to 350V.

XC2-26
30 to 40MF up to 500V.
35 to 45MF up to 500V.

XC2-36.1
60 to 80MF up to
90 to 160MF up to
XC3-45
40 to 60MF up to
40 to 60MF up to
50 to 80MF up to

475V.
250V.
350V.
350V.
350V.

XC4-4.2
75 to 100MF up to 475V.
3 to 4MF up to 475V.
3 to 4MF up to 475V.
90 to 200MF up to 25V.
XC4-5.1
60 to 80MF up to 475V.
2 to 4MF up to 450V.
2 to 4MF up to 450V.
2 to 4MF up to 450V.

XC4-6.1
60 to 80MF up to 475V.
2 to 4MF up to 450V.
2 to 4MF up to 450V.
90 to 200MF up to 25V.

XC4-55.1

60 to 80MF up to 450V.

XC4-68.2
15 to 20MF
90 to 160MF
20 to 50MF
20 to 50MF

XC4-9.1
35 to 50MF up to 475V.
30 to 40MF up to 475V.
2 to 4MF up to 150V.
20 to 40MF up to 25V.

XC4-63.1
20 to 30MF up
15 to 20MF up
90 to 160MF up
20 to 40MF up

XC4-70.1
15 to 20MF up to 450V.
60 to 100MF up to 350V.
50 to 100MF up to 50V.
80 to 150MF up to 350V.

XC4-10.2
1 to 2MF

XC4-68.1
up to 350V.

10 to 25MF up to 25V.
45 to 80MF up to 250V.
50 to 100MF up to 25V.

30 to 40MF up to 450V.
15 to 20MF up to 450V.
15 to 20MF up to 450V.

10 to 20MF up
25 to 50MF up
40 to 50MF up
60 to 80MF up

to
to
to
to

450V.
450V.
250V.
150V.

to 250V.
to 50V.
to 450V.
to 450V.

XC4-80
30 to 40MF
30 to 40MF
30 to 40MF
30 to 40MF

up to 450V.
up to 250V.

up to 75V.
up to 50V.

up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to

450V.
450V.
450V.
450V.
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NEW PRODUCTS

that the other is a 22 -piece set which
includes eight standard 1/4 -in. drive
sockets, seven standard 3/s -in. drive
sockets, two extensions, a spinner
handle, an adapter, a 3/s -in. drive
spark-plug socket plus a ratchet.
Kraeuter.

Wire-Bunlet Clamps

725

A bulkhead mounting base has been

designed to hold Vs to 13/4 -in. diameter wire bundles and protect the har-

HAS EVERY
EXACT
REPLACEMENT
TWIST PRONG AFH

ELECTROLYTIC
Why fool with "jerry-rigged" electrolytics
when there's an Aerovox exact replacement to give you the right rating and the

right size? Aerovox actually stocks all
twist prong AFH electrolytics-this means
off -the -shelf availability...not "we'll
build it for you if you order it" delivery.
Available in singles, doubles, triples and
quads, these popular types are now manufactured in new values for filter bypass
applications in color TV as well as radio,
black and white TV and amplifier equip-

the instrument has a l0/vdc sensitivity
and a 5/ vac sensitivy. The instrument
reportedly has a magnetic cover for
securing it to any iron -based metal
surface. The manufacturer indicates
that the instrument comes with a fully
illuminated dial, and an optional
probe is also illuminated. Dealer net
price $21.95, illuminated probe $2.69
extra. Components Specialities.

723
Cable Stripper
A cable stripping tool has been designed to remove the plastic protective
jacket from nonlead telephone cables

ness against abrasion. Ties are reportedly installed through the clamp on
either side of the bulkhead. Thomas &
Betts.

Bundle Mounting Base
726
A mounting base has been designed
for the horizontal or vertical installation of wire bundles. Specifications

ment. Many values are now being used

for industrial applications.
Aerovox AFH Twist Prong Electrolytics
feature ruggedized prongs and mounting
terminals, high purity aluminum foil construction, improved moisture resistant
seal and 85°C operation. Here is the
quality you need to protect your professional reputation.
Go to your Aerovox Distributor for a perfect electrolytic fit-he will deliver
exactly what you want in
less time than it takes
to tell. Ask him for the
new Aerovox Servicemen's Catalog #SE-567
or ask us. We'll be happy
to send one your way.

ROVOX

AEROVOX
CORPORATION

DISTRIBUTOR SALES, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Technical Leadership-Manufacturing Excellence

without damaging the underlying
shielding or insulation. This tool reportedly can be used to remove neoprene, polyethylene or PVC jackets.
The cable strippers are made in
two sizes: one for cables with 5/ 16 to 3 / 14 -in. -od jackets and another for
cables with 3/4- to 1/s -in. -od jackets.
G & W Electric.
1

indicate that the boue i, made of nylon, secured with a single mounting
screw and accepts bundle sizes up to
4in. Thomas & Betts.

Socket Wrenches

724
Two socket -wrench sets feature a
ratchet designed for getting into tight
work areas. One is reportedly a 20 piece assortment which includes seven
standard sockets, eight deep sockets,
two extensions, one flex -head handle
plus a ratchet. Specifications indicate

YOUR \71}D
UNITED GIFT
makes someone happy

... for more details circle 102 on postcard
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ELECTRO
POWER SUPPLIES
are engineered for VALUE

NEW MODEL PS -1000-32
1000 watt Power Supply

CHOOSE FROM OVER 20 MODELS
REGULATED
INDUSTRIAL
GENERAL PURPOSE

Performance -Matched
to Your Application
at the Right Price

Send for

complete
catalog
and detailed
specifications
\
on the
ELECTRO

line.

ELECTRO has the practical cost saving answer to
your power supply needs. Why buy more than
you need? ELECTRo's line includes a wide range of
DC outputs up to 125 volts and from 0.002%
ripple for critical transistor circuitry to applications permitting up to 5% ripple.
ELECTRO power supplies are engineered and priced

ALL ELECTRO POWER SUPPLIES ARE
WARRANTED FOR A FULL YEAR

to give you greatest value in performance, dependability and service.

INVERTERS, TOO
volt alternating
current from a 12 volt battery
Supply

117

MODEL

TI -250 TRANSISTORIZED

INVERTER

Three models to choose from: TI -100A, a low
cost model adequate for most applications;
TI-100TR, especially designed to assure correct
frequency for tape recorders; Model TI -250, a
larger model having a 250/300 watt output for
a wider range of applications.
MODEL TI -250
RC -2

REMOTE CONTROL CONSOLE

Duplicates inverter front panel controls. Permits operation of inverter
from any convenient location up to
8 feet away. Size: 4% w, 2% h,

Send for complete data or contact your
local Electronic Parts Distributor.

2% d. Weight: 1M lbs.

POWER SUPPLIES
ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC.
6125-V Howard Street, Chicago, Illinois 60648

312/647-8744
... for more details circle 112 on postcard
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YOU EARN YOUR FCC

NEW PRODUCTS

FIRST CLASS LICENSE

or your money back!

>e,
_
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=,1K='d

(MOM

P1-21.-,1102

recorded greeting
or announcement
that can be
changed remotely
by telephone. Announcement cycles reportedly range from a standard 60sec to 3min with
optional accommodations for special requirements. Specifications indicate that the system is made up of a solid-state
unit, half the size of a breadbox, that is installed at the
"home" phone; and a pocket -sized "telekey" that the user
carries for making remote, exclusive connections to his own
telephone system from any other remote telephone. Record O -Phone.

FIRST CLASS
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HOT VALID UNTIL SIGNED

5 NRI COMMUNICATIONS COURSES
INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING

Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRI
way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course"specialize" by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine
Communications-or go all-out with the job -simulated NRI
course in Complete Communications. It is the only home study training plan that includes professional lab equipment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, "hands
on" experience as you train.
Whichever NRI Communications course you choose, with
an FCC License you're ready to operate, service and install
transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, aviation, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens -Band radio.
And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRI refunds
your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRI record of success
is outstanding. 87% of NRI graduates pass their FCC exams.
Get full details today about five courses that include FCC
License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered
by NRI, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail coupon. No obligation. No salesman will call. NATIONAL APPROVED UNDER GI

RADIO INSTITUTE,
Electronics Div., Wash-

NRI courses checked below. (No salesman will call.)

LI

TV-Radio Servicing (with color)

E

Advanced Color TV
Industrial Electronics

n

Basic Electronics

Electronics for Automation
Electrical Appliance Repair
CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW GI BILL

Name

E

Age

Address
Zip
State
City
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

... for more details circle 127 on
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signed to provide

electromagnetic shielding for
communications cables.
The manufacturers' specifications
indicate that the
cable shield is an
all -metal shielding jacket of knitted mesh that can be zipped around any shape before or
after the installation of a cable harness. The zipper manufacturer reports that it has a 5 lb closing force and a 40 lb
per in. resistance to a lateral opening. Metex.

GI line in coupon.

14-028
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016
Please send complete data about FCC License training, other

H

a metallic zip -on
sheath that is de-

BILL. If you served since January

MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG

Complete Communications
Aviation Communications
Marine Communications
Mobile Communications
Math for Electronics

728

Zip -On Sheath
Announced is

31, 1955, or are in service, check

ington, D.C.

FCC License

727

telephone
A
answering system
has been designed
to include a tape

'FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

J.ü474: `4,i

Telephone Answering System

postcard

Deck Switches
Announced is a series of
deck switches that is reportedly produced in an
assortment of four deck
pole configurations: a single nonshorting pole per

729

deck with 20deg spacing
and 2 to 18 stops, a single
shorting pole per deck
with 10deg spacing and 2
to 34 stops, two nonshorting poles per deck with 20 deg spacing and 2 to 9
stops, or two shorting poles
per deck with 10deg spacing and 2 to 16 stops. Specifications indicate that all switches are rated at 1kv RMS maximum breakdown voltage and
that a torque of only 15 to 18in. lb is required for 30
deck stacked switches. Cole.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

Stockroom on wheels!

Your stockroom is as big as a catalog and
as near as a Greyhound bus, when you specify

Greyhound Package Express

Greyhound Package Express puts a
warehouse at your fingertips. Gives you
easy access to more different kinds of
items than your shelf space could possibly accommodate. No matter what
your customer wants-if it's in a catalog, you can get it for him fast by GPX.
Your profits are boosted by a wider

choice of merchandise... while your
capital investment is kept to a minimum. GPX shipments travel on regular
Greyhound buses, running on fast, frequent passenger schedules. Very often,
you get what your customers need in a
matter of hours. Specify GPX for
round-the-clock service. 7 days a week,

24 hours a day. Weekends and holidays,
too! Choice of C.O.D., Collect, Pre-

paid, or GPX Charge Account. For
complete information about service,
rates and routes, call Greyhound, or
write: Greyhound Package Express,
Dept. 53-B.10 South Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

It's there in hours and costs you less
For Example

Buses Daily Running Time

LOS ANGELES

20 lbs.

30 lbs. 40 lbs.

22

9 hrs. 15 min.

2.10

2.45

2.80

DALLAS
SAN ANTONIO

10

7 hrs.

0 min.

2.10

2.40

2.70

CINCINNATI
LOUISVILLE

13

2 hrs.

30 min.

1.85

2.10

2.40

CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS

10

2 hrs. 55 min.

2.00

2.30

2.65

SAN FRANCISCO

7
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS

',

'Other low rates up to 100 lbs. Lot shipments, too.

One of a series of messages depicting another growing service of The Greyhound Corporation.
... for more details circle 116 on postcard
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Why is a Vectorscope essential

for Color
1

2
3

servicing?

TV

...

90°, 105°,
Check and align demodulators to any angle
115° . .. accurately and quickly. No guesswork. New color
sets no longer demodulate at 90°. Only with a Vectorscope
can these odd angles be determined for those hard -to -get
skin tones.
Check and align bandpass-amplifier circuits. Eliminate
weak color and smeared color with proper alignment. No
other equipment required. Only a V7 Vectorscope does this.

Pinpoint troubles to

a

specific color circuit. Each stage in a

TV set contributes a definite characteristic to the vector
pattern. An improper vector pattern localizes the trouble

to the particular circuit affecting either vector amplitude,
vector angle or vector shape. Only a V7 Vectorscope does
this.

LECTROTECH V7
color vectorscope/generator

JFD Announces Two New Auto Antennas
The Brach Div. of JFD Electronics Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.,
is expanding its line of auto antennas to include electric
a front-mount and a rear models. Two new models
are announced along with a rear -mount extension
mount
kit.
The front -mount antenna, model 86-6753, has a five section mast that extends to 46in. The motor develops 18 to
20 lb thrust to raise or lower the antenna even in sub-zero
weather. This model includes 56in. of cable, and a 6ft electric harness with an up-and-down control switch and bracket.
The rear -mount antenna, model 86-6756, has the same
five -section, 46in. mast and the same 18 to 20 lb thrustdeveloping motor. It also includes 180in. of shielded cable,
180in. electric harness extension with an up-and-down
control switch and bracket, and a rear-mount adapter pad.
The rear -mount extension kit, model 86-6755, is optional
with model 86-6753. This kit consists of a 180in. cable extension and a 180in. electric harness extension with an upand-down control switch and bracket and a rear -mount
adapter pad.

-

-

Hy -Gain Names

Distributor Sales Manager

J. L. Taylor has been named sales manager for distributor products by Hy -Gain Electronics Corp. of Lincoln,
Neb. The company manufactures antennas for amateur,
CB and business band radio, which are sold through distributors.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

Color Vectorscope: Until now, available only in $1500 testers
designed for broadcast use. Accurately measures color demodulation to check R -Y and B -Y, for color phase and amplitude.
A must for total color and those hard -to -get skin tones. SelfCalibrating. Adjust timing circuit without external test equipment. Dial -A -Line. Adjust horizontal line to any width from 1-4
lines. Solid State Reliability in timer and signal circuits. Plus:
All Crosshatch, Dots, Vertical only, Horizontal only and Keyed
Rainbow Patterns. RF at channels 3, 4 or 5. Video Output (Pos.
and Neg. adjustable) for signal injection trouble -shooting. Red Blue -Green Gun. Killer. All transistor and timer circuits are
voltage -regulated to operate under wide line voltage ranges.
NET 18950
Lightweight, compact-only 81/4x71/2x121/2".

Harman-Kardon Strengthens Sales Organization
Harman-Kardon, major manufacturers of high fidelity
components and compact music systems, appoints the Jack
Berman Co. as regional sales representatives in southern
California.
Shown from left are Jack Berman, president, Jack Berman Co.; Sidney Harman, president, Jervis Corp., parent
company of Harman-Kardon; Walter Goodman, president,
Harman-Kardon; and Irving R. Stern.
Mr. Stern recently announced the merger of his sales
organization with the Berman Co. He is a former partner
in Shepard-Stern Co., which previously represented Harman-Kardon products in southern California. In addition
to the Harman-Kardon line, Mr. Stern brings the Koss and
Rek-O-Kut lines to the Berman organization which has
been serving as sales reps for Garrard and Shure.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
improved complete color bar generator with
Only
features of the V7 except the Vectorscope.
New,

V6_6
o

L
88

all

the

99.50

For the full story, see your
distributor or write for literature.
Dept. ET -2

LECTROTECH,
1221

INC.

W. Devon Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60626
for more details circle 122 on postcard
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ITT and Rayonier Merge
The boards of directors of International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp. and Rayonier announce approval of a
merger agreement under which Rayonier will become a
wholly owned subsidiary of ITT.
Terms of the transaction call for the exchange of .1975
shares of ITT common stock and .2675 shares of a new
ITT $4.50 preferred stock for each share of Rayonier
common stock. The preferred stock will be convertible
into ITT common stock at $122 per share.
The merger agreement is subject to the approval of Rayonier stockholders who will meet on March 6, 1968, to
vote on the matter and receipt of a favorable tax ruling
and certain other legal conditions.

Antenna Specialists Announce
Distributor Indentification Program
The Antenna Specialists Co. has launched an extensive
distributor identification program, according to Robert
Beebe, director of sales. The campaign identifies the
company's specialists distributor as "The Man behind the
Stripes," and establishes him as the outstanding expert and
specialist in the field of industrial and communications antennas in his area.
Full -page color advertisements stressing the distributor's
knowledge of technical antenna theory, extensive practical
experience and his high degree of personal integrity will begin appearing in leading consumer electronic publications
shortly.

Springdale Electronic Corp. Will
Specialize in Parts Distribution
Joel Heitner, founder and former president of Connecticut Industrial Electronics, has announced formation of a
new business, Springdale Electronic Corp.
Mr. Heitner is in partnership with Dick Teller, who
started Connecticut Industrial with Mr. Heitner. Springdale Electronic will specialize in the distribution of electronic parts, according to its founders.

Self -Threader For Recording Tape Developed
The Reeves Soundcraft Div. of Reeves Industries has
developed a Mylar "self-threader" tab, featuring color coding and numbering, to readily indicate the front and
rear ends of reels.
The company said the accessory fills a long-time need for
a simple and effective method of threading tape reels.
The "self-threader" is easily attached by pressing the
gummed section of the tab to the glossy side of the tape.
The tab will create an automatic threading of the reel when
the recorder is started, and will provide in excess of 100
automatic threadings without replacement, the company
said.

NBS Conference on Precision Electromagnetic
Measurements
The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) announces that

the 1968 Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements will be held June 25-28, at the Boulder Laboratories Boulder, Colo. This meeting will be the sixth in
the biennial series begun in 1958. The conference is sponsored by the NBS Institute for Basic Standards (U.S. Dept.
of Commerce), the group on Instrumentation and Measurement of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) and the U. S. Commission
of the International
Scientific Radio Union (URSI). The Bureau of Continuation Education of the University of Colorado will handle
the local arrangements.
1

new Lectrotech V6 -B
color bar generator

9950 brings you...
...

Guaranteed performance
full one year warranty.
A.C. operated solid state generator
no batteries
to buy
no failures when needed most.
Most stable generator of all
sharper
brighter patterns.
.

.

.

The V6 -B provides crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display,
all cross hatch, dots, vertical lines only, horizontal lines only,
Red -Blue -Green gun killer, exclusive Dial -A-Line feature (horizontal line width adjustable), voltage -regulated transistor and timer
circuits, simplified rapid calibration. Supplies adjustable dot size,
RF output more than 10,000 mv, operates on channels 3, 4 or
5, has color level control for Color sync servicing. Connects to
antenna terminals (no connection needed inside of set). Power
transformer -line isolated. Stable operation under wide voltage
ranges assured by fully voltage -regulated circuits. Hand -wired
reliability
no printed circuits. Fully enclosed test lead compartment. Rugged, caddy size unit built to withstand rigors of
field servicing. Size: 75/8"W, 31/2"H, 9"D.
Weight: 51/2 lbs. Only

...

9950

See

your distributor or write for literature.
DEPT. ET -2

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, M. 60626

...
FEBRUARY 1968

...

...
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NEWS
EFFICIENT!

OF THE INDUSTRY

SAFE!
FAST!

t!

Taft Broadcasting Affiliates
Walter A. Schwartz, president of
the ABC Radio Network, announces
that the Taft Broadcasting Co. will
affiliate all of its FM radio stations
with the new American FM Radio
Network, which premiered Jan. 1,
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
For Fastening Any

Inside or Outside
Wire Up to /2" in Diameter

1968.

The stations, serving five of the top
50 major radio markets in the country,
are WKRC-FM, Cincinnati; WGRFM, Buffalo; WDAF-FM, Kansas
City; WTVN-FM, Columbus; and
WBRC-FM, Birmingham.

1

in

Telephone wire
Intercom wire
Bell wire
Thermostat wire
Radiant heating wire
Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires
Tapered striking edge
gets intc close corners)
Available in:

UP TO

(
J

3/16"

No. T-18
UP TO

'/4,.

l

No. T-25
((

ll

UP TO

Brown, Ivory, Beige,
v V '/Z
Monel, Bronze, Natural
No. T-75
r,qn 'raw FPS TENER COMPPN Y. /NC.
Saddle Brook, N.J. 07663
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Q UIETROLE
Control
The Original
and
Lubri-Cleaner
Switch
The oldest, most
reliable and efficient

for
product obtainable
and
positive lubrication
Tuners.
TV
cleaning of
Controls and Switches.
Harmless to plastics
metals. Zero effects
and
on resistance and

capacity. Non-inflam-

mable-non-conductivenon-corrosive.
The Choice of Better
Servicemen, Everywhere.
For Color and
Black and White
Available in Aerosol or Bottle
.

Product of

Lear Jet Stereo

8

Adds

Distributors
Four new Lear Jet stereo 8 distributors are announced by Joel Rowley,
marketing manager for consumer
products, stereo division. These distributors will carry the full line of
Lear Jet stereo 8 home and auto cartridge playing systems.
The new distributors are: Cooper Louisville, 118-22 E. Main, Louisville, Ky.; Continental of Hawaii,
905 Halekauwila St., Honolulu;
Bill Fisher Auto Air Conditioning,
901 Broadway, Little Rock, Ark.;
Carswell Distributing Co., S. Stratford
Road, Winston-Salem, N. C.; and
Godwin Distributing Co., 1227 Spring
St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Sales -Management Seminars
How to merchandise music at
every level from schoolroom to overthe-counter salesmanship will be the
provocative theme of the 1968 series
of sales -management seminars sponsored by the National Assn. of Music
Merchants in five cities across the
nation starting on Sunday, Feb. 18.
Specific sales techniques with the
emphasis on "Persuasion: the Hidden
Side of Selling" will be discussed by a
top sales executive, Max Sacks, a veteran of 35 years of salesmanship in
another valuable feature at the annual
seminar.
In addition to the "Move to Music"
and Max Sacks' presentation, each
of the seminars will have an outstanding local headline speaker at luncheons. The lineup of dates, places and
speakers for the five seminars are as

speak on "Using 'Move to Music' in
Your Business."
John J. Liney, Jr., will talk on his
famous "Henry" cartoon character
at luncheon.
Southwestern. Dallas, March 3-4,
Marriott Motor Hotel. James C.
Saied, president of Saied Music Co.,
in Tulsa, Okla., will speak on "Using 'Move to Music' in Your Business." Raymond Mitchell, manager
of American Insurance Co.'s bank
department, will discuss "The Modern -Day Thief."
Southeastern. Atlanta, March 17-18,
Marriott Motor Hotel. F. D. Streep,
president of Streep Music Co. in
Orlando, Fla., will discuss "Using
'Move to Music' in Your Business."
Ed. W. Hines, executive vice president of Georgia Savings & Loan
League in Atlanta, will talk on "To
Sin in Silence."
Western. San Francisco, April 7-8,
Hotel Mark Hopkins. William K.
Dunkley, president of Dunkley
Music in Boise, Idaho, will present
"Using 'Move to Music' in Your
Business." Paul Speegle, director
of public relations of Roos/ Atkins
department store in San Francisco,
will be guest speaker.
Midwestern. Chicago, April 21-22,
Marriott Motor Hotel. Charles M.
Faulhaber, president of WardBrodt Music Co. in Madison, Wis.,
will speak on "Using 'Move to
Music' in Your Business."
Joseph T. Meek, president of Illinois Retail Merchants Assn., will be
guest speaker.

KAAR Electronics Holds
West Coast Service Seminar
KAAR service dealers from points
as far apart as Anchorage, Alaska
and San Diego, Calif., attended a
week-long seminar in Mountain View
on two-way radio communications
equipment service techniques.
In addition to learning how to

follows:

QUIETROLE
COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

.

90

Eastern. Philadelphia, Feb. 18-19,
Marriott Motor Hotel. William H.
Zeswitz, president of the Zeswitz
Music House in Reading, Pa., will
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service marine radar, radiotelephones
and land mobile solid-state equipment,
seminars were held on the design of
HF/SSB and VHF/FM systems.
Special emphasis was placed on tone
and selective calling circuits.

Congress Slow in Deciding
Weights and Measures Standards

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and scores of other presidents
have asked Congress to decide on
Weights and Measures Standards for
the United States, and we are still
awaiting their decision. Although
Congress once authorized a Treasury
Dept. employee, Ferdinand Hassler,
to collect standards of weights and
measures from Europe, no federal
standards were ever adopted. The
United States is in the strange position
of having its standards of weights
and measures dependent on state, not
federal, adoption.
Americans use at least 85 different
weights and measures. Length comes
by the inch, foot, yard, chain, rod,
furlong, league and mile. Area may
be in square miles or acres. Volumes
and weights are stated in teaspoons,
tablespoons, pints, quarts, pecks,
gallons, barrels, bushels, drams, gills
and cords. There are three different
tons, two different pounds, three

different ounces, three quarts and
three miles.
The rest of the world is a bit confused by American weights and measures, and the problem is fast becoming acute. Japan, Korea, India and
Britain are among recent converts to
the metric system-now used by well
over 90 percent of the world's population.
Bills have recently been introduced in the House and Senate to
study this matter but no action has
yet been taken.

Cornell-Dubilier Appoints
District Sales Manager
Richard J. Adams has been
appointed district sales manager for
Indiana and Kentucky by CornellDubilier Electronics. The new district
office is located at 5330 E. 38th
St., Indianapolis.

factor of 43, which is ideal for sync chopper applications; while triode
section two has an amplification
factor of 20 and is suited for vertical
oscillator use.

Two New Tubes Announced
For Color TV receivers
General Electric's tube dept. has
announced the availability of two new
double -triode-pentode
compactrons,
the 6AK9 and 16AK9, for use in color
TV receivers.
Specifications indicate that triode
section one has an amplification

The Norelco "Carry -Corder 150"
cassette tape recorder has been reduced in price effective immediately.
The minimum price in cooperative
advertising of the cordless, miniature
machine is now $64.50, a reduction of
$5 at the retail level. Dealer cost will
be adjusted accordingly, it is announced by North American Philips Co.

Norelco Reduces
`Carry -Corder 150' Price

Why not sell the best
Now... get
genuine Zenith parts
three ways faster with ZIP!
Your Zenith Distributor has a revolutionary new
system to speed your replacement parts ordering.
Called "ZIP" (Zenith Instant Parts), it gives you
much improved service.
1. Looking up parts numbers is 100% quicker
than before. Because parts lists and schematics for the past ten years are now microfilmed
on compact, easily -handled filmcards.

Easy -to -handle, space -saving microfilm cards
in file 2" to 3" deep replace 10 feet of catalogs.

"Out-of -stocks" are cut down. The
new ZIP program helps your Zenith distributar keep tighter inventory controls
and maintain a more complete stock.
2.

3.

Factory special orders are

shipped faster. Under the new ZIP
program, the Zenith factory is
geared to ship orders without delay.

Order from your Zenith Distributor for "Zenith Instant Parts"
service on all genuine Zenith replacement parts and accessories.

The quality goes in before the name goes on
FEBRUARY 1968
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and external conditions acting on glow
lamps and gives charts for breakdown
voltages, lamp measurements, electrical characteristics and dimensional
diagrams. Signalite.

CATALOGS

AND BULLETINS

Precision Tools

400
A large number of specialized, precision tools are described in this 16 page booklet. Tools for electronics,
communications
and
telephone
equipment are described, including
spring adjusters, gages, burnishers

Cable Ties

and many others. Jonard.

407
Stereo Component
A two -page brochure describes a
solid-state AM / F M multiplex stereo
tuner/amplifier which uses epitaxial
planar silicon transistors in a complementary Darlington output circuit.

Electronic Components

401

A 400 -page catalog lists thousands
of electrical and electronic components for industrial OEM, institutional and plant -maintenance needs. Listings give specifications and prices
for circuit components including semiconductors, tubes, relays, pots and
switches, hardware, test instruments
and tools. Almo.

402
Antenna Rods
Three sheets describe direct and
universal -replacement rods for Sony
and other compact TV sets. B&B Electronic.
403
MATV Design
A 24 -page booklet shows technicians how to design MATV systems
and covers systems for homes, dealer
showrooms, apartment houses, hotels,
motels, hospitals, nursing homes,
schools, trailer parks, tract- and military -housing. JFD.
404
A catalog details a line of solidstate PA and other audio amplifiers
and contains charts, numerous photos,
technical data and a listing of accessories. Bogen.

Solid -State Amplifiers

405
Neon Glow Lamps
An eight -page illustrated brochure
tells how to apply neon glow lamps
to many applications. It includes discussions on light output, longevity

406
A four -page cable -tie brochure
covers details on four sizes of cable
ties which are designed to provide an
improved cable harnessing and tying
system. Electrovert.

Sansui.
408
Standards Receiver
A low -frequency standards receiver
is described in a two -page catalog
sheet. The receiver is a complete
1MHz calibrating system providing a

LF

method for referencing frequency
standards and 1 MHz oscillators
against WWVB standards broadcasts.
Gertsch.
409
Two -Way Radios
A bulletin covers a line of two-way
mobile radios. It describes equipment
having up to four frequency bands, a
choice of power ratings and accessories. G -E.

410
MATV Accessories
This catalog covers lead-in components, including TV/ FM MATV wiring kits for homes, matching transformers, splitters, plugs, wall plates,
switches and other items. Mosley.
411
Parapet Antenna Mounts
A two -page brochure describes a
parapet antenna mount for TV, FM
and CB antennas. The brochure describes how the mount, making threepoint contact, is installed on apart-

ment houses, public and commercial
buildings. South River.

Transistors

412

A complete selection guide for plastic transistors covers silicon annular
types for industrial applications, parameters, voltage vs. current selection
and other information. The guide
groups transistor types into application categories, including high-speed
saturated switches, audio amplifiers,
low -current, small-signal amplifiers,
medium -current small -signal amplifiers, nixie drivers, general purpose
switches and amplifiers and dual diodes. Motorola.

413
A six -page folder covers control,
alarm and limit -type meter relays
which are actuated by a photoconductor and light beam. The data includes
complete circuit and dimensional details for stock models and additional
information on special -order models.
Simpson.

Meter Relays

414
A 16 -page catalog describes a broad
line of audio products which includes

Audio Products

industrial audio amplifiers, mobile
amplifiers, paging systems, columnar
speakers, musical instrument speakers,
microphones, mixers, stands and intercoms. Geloso.

Screwdriver/Wire Stripper

415
A single -sheet form describes various sizes of a two -in -one tool which is
used as a screwdriver and stripper for
stranded/ solid wire ranging in size
from 12 to 20AWG. Holub.

416
Antennas, Mounts, Coils
A four -page brochure pictures and
gives specifications on CB, amateur,
commercial and business antennas,
mounts and loading coils. Master Mobile.

417
This 32 -page booklet is available in
quantity to legitimate service -dealers
for promoting stereo component sales
to prospective customers. Scott.

Stereo Equipment

KRYTOWhES
:go

COMBINATION

ANTENNA

helot

" ANTENNA

CPC -33G

UHF -VHF -FM

WITH FREE
BAND SPLITTER

A

MODEL

FOR EVERY NEED

KAY-TOWNES ANTENNA CO.
P.O. Box 593, Rome, Georgia 30162
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information an apprentice electronics
technician would require for constructing these circuits. Unexperienced
technicians will benefit from the
practical experience they will gain,
while experienced technicians will
benefit from studying the brief circuit descriptions for these modern
shifts, the author describes resonant
transistor applications.

BOOK REVIEWS

FET CIRCUITS. By Rufus P. Turner.
Published by Howard W. Sams.
160 pages, soft cover. $3.25.
Few books on the market are as
well filled with useful circuit information as this one. A summary of basic
field-effect transistor theory and
characteristics is followed by a description of 82 FET circuits. Some of
these circuits include audio amplifiers, audio and RF oscillators, an
audio AGC amplifier, ceramic filtered
superheterodyne broadcast receiver,
all -wave regenerative receiver, crystal controlled converter, beat-frequency
oscillator (BFO), Q-multiplier, a circuit for selecting or rejecting an
audio frequency, an audio squelch
amplifier, crystal -controlled transmitter, transmitter RF amplifiers,
frequency multipliers, a modulator,
ac and do relay circuits, a sound operated relay, a phase shifter, ac and
dc voltmeters, audio -frequency voltmeters, an audio frequency milliammeter, a harmonic-distortion meter
and a heterodyne frequency meter.
FM and TV receiver circuits are not
included. This book contains all the

TRANSISTOREN VERGELIJKINGSTABLELLEN. Written and published by De Muiderkring N. V., 192
pages, soft cover. Distributed by Gilfer Associates, P. 0. Box 239, Park
Ridge, N. J. 07656.
The same edition of this book was
published for use in both Europe and
North America, and the introduction is printed in four languages.
Fortunately, mathematics is universal
and no translation is required for the
comparable -transistor table
the
major portion of this book. Semiconductors are listed in the table according to type number and matched
with comparative transistors manufactured in Europe, America or Japan.
Our count indicated that the listing
contained 972 transistors of American
origin, 818 transistors of European
origin and 581 transistors of Japanese
origin. This book may be a helpful

-

guide to technicians who must substitute transistors in foreign -built
radios and TV sets. The author warns,
however, that additional transistor
characteristic data should be obtained before substitutions are made.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. By Alva
C. Todd. Published by Allied Radio
Corp., 112 pages, soft cover. $1.
This book describes an extremely
large assortment of electronic components in alphabetical order from
accelerometer to zinc -carbon battery.
Some of the other components listed
include: antenna (half-wave dipole),
antenna (long wire), ballast resistor,
capacitor (ceramic), cavity (resonator), connector (cable), crossover network, hall -effect element, meter (hot
wire), relay (time delay), terminal
(printed circuit) and voltage regulator
(gaseous). Diagrams or sketches are
generally included with the descriptions. Also frequently included are
typical applications of the component. This book is interestingly written
and contains information that is probably new to both inexperienced and
experienced technicians. The inexperienced technician, however, may
have problems with terms like major
and minor antenna lobes.

SAVES
your back...

NEW

SAVES

your time...

47 "-s!

SHORTY
DOLLY
1

I

CONAR All -Channel
COLOR TV KIT $366.00
Model 6000K

for

RADIO and TV
just 47 inches high

for STATION WAGONS
and PANEL PICK-UPS

Designed for TV, radio and appliance
men

FOLDING PLATFORM
151.4" x 241/2" top.
Snaps on or off.

(Platform only)
$11.95

deliveries by station
wagon or panel truck
the short
47 inch length saves detaching the
set for loading into the "wagon" or
pick up. Tough, yet featherlight alu
minum alloy frame has padded felt
front, fast (30 second) web strap
ratchet fastener and two endless rub
ber belt step glides.
New folding
platform attachment, at left, saves
your back handling large TV chassis
or table models.
Call your YEATS
dealer or write direct today!
who

make

...

5«eitede"COVER

YEATS

Model No. 5

Height 47"
Weight 32 lbs.

AND PADS

For information write Dept.

fitted covers are made
of tough water repellent fabric with
adjustable web straps and soft,
scratchless white flannel liners. All
YEATS semi

FURNITURE PAD

shapes and sizes

-

CONAR

Write
TV COVER

YEATS

APPLIANCE DOLLY SALES COMPANY
1313 'N.

Fond du Lac Avenue

Milwaukee, Wis.
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Easier to build because it's designed for learning
Complete with cabinet-nothing else to buy!
Tops for quality, simplicity of design, ease of
building, the new CONAR 600 gives you the
latest advances in the art of color TV receiver
construction. In addition to 21 tubes, this all channel receiver incorporates a transistor UHF
tuner, transistor noise cancellation circuit and 16
solid-state diodes. Separate gun killer switches
and a cross hatch generator are built in. All hardware is engineered for accessibility. Attractive
bronze -tone steel cabinet with durable wood grained vinyl covering.
B S8 C

instruments

DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016
WRITE FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG

... for more details
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electrical connections,
PROVIDES HIGH GAIN ACROSS THE
ENTIRE UHF BAND

and eliminates noise caused by loose
elements of high frequencies. High
overall gain across the entire UHF
band makes this antenna more desirable than any frequency conscious
yogi types being marketed today. Excellent color reception assured. More
gain than a Parabolic. Top qualify
construction.

Write for literature and low
retail prices. All
inquiries given prompt attention.

S & A ELECTRONICS INC.
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA

204 West Florence

Street

Toledo, Ohio 43605

Phone 419-693-0528

International Crystal Mfg.

COOLS FASTER!
LEAVES NO LIQUID
RESIDUE!
FROSTAID is the latest in
Chemtronics' contribution to improving servicing chemicals. SUPER
FROST -AID is a faster, higher concentrated freezing action with NO
LIQUID RESIDUE. Makes locating
those "tough" intermittents much
faster and more positive.

SUPER

CHEMTRONICS
leads in research
for the DISCRIMI-

15 OZ. SPRAY CAN

NATING SERVICEMAN!

$279
No. 1550
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CRT Rebuilder
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Co., J. W.

S

TRONI S' highly e
fective NO -ARC provides a
tough and protective insulating coating for hi -
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Rebuild your own CRT's. Average cost B/W $1.50-Color
$8.50 Easy to operate.
Requires only 4x8feet of space.

Increase your income by $1,000
or more, per month.
Supplies for your first 50 pi(
lure tubes.fr.ee,r
Write or call

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES

5234 N. Clark St. Chicago, III. 60640
Phone 312.465.2881
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One out of every five

professional servicemen
has switched to Amperex
TV replacement tubes
do,,
It takes a lot of quality to change the buying habits

of 200/o of the most knowledgeable technicians in
the business. These servicemen are following the
pattern set by the leading TV manufactu ers, who are
designing more and more of their quality lines around
tubes originated by Amperex. The Amperex line of
popular types is expanding all the time. look for the
green and yellow cartons at your distributor's or write:
Amperex Electronic Corp., Hicksville, L.1., N.Y.1 fß02.

Amperex

TOMORROW'S THINKING

4N

TODAY'S PRODUCTS

At RCA our new
corporate symbol
is really a minor change
compared with
the innovations
it will signify
in decades to come.

